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economic and social scenario during and after the COVID 19 catastrophe”. This is the second peer-
reviewed electronic interdisciplinary volume published by the Research Committee, Jogamaya Devi 
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FROM THE EDITORS’ DESK 
 

It is probably safe to acknowledge that the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) has created an 

unprecedented loss to lives and livelihoods around the world and the ‘New Normal’ has set in with 
the signs of the shared living practices like the use of face mask, social distancing, online schooling, 

etc. Since the emergence of COVID-19, no country has been spared from its impact and had a 

devastating effect on global healthcare systems with an undulating effect on every aspect of human 

life. Social distancing, self-isolation, border shutdowns and travel restrictions though helped to 

diminish greater suffering and death caused by the outbreak but have also ignited uncertainties of a 

looming economic crisis and recession. Restricted human interactions have ended with a reduction in 

workforce across all economic sectors along with the impact on migrants, health, poverty, job losses, 

informal sector, environment, and so forth. Schools have closed down, and the requirements for 

commodities and manufactured products have declined. On the contrary, the need for medical 

supplies has significantly increased. The societal brunt was awful too with job losses, mental illness, 

increased domestic violence and crime. Despite all the social and economic hardships, commotion, 

and improbability brought by the pandemic, there was however, an immediate positive consequence 

in terms of improved air quality, cleaner waterways and wildlife. However, consistency of such 

positive impact is conditional upon post-COVID and people's habits and future policies associated to 

the environment.  

 

In an attempt to understand the consequences of COVID-19, Research Committee of Jogamaya Devi 

College have launched their topic entitled “The Environmental, Economic and Social Scenario 

During and After the COVID-19 Catastrophe” and invited the teachers, researchers and research 

scholars of our college and other institutions to address their eclectic thoughts for the JDC 

Interdisciplinary Volume 2, 2022. We are glad to announce the acceptance of five diverse and 

insightful manuscripts, structurally composed by eminent teachers and researchers of our colleges 

and other academic institutions. All the articles are well researched and delve deeply into the critical 

tendencies of the topic, and reviewed by scholarly academicians from various interdisciplinary fields.  

 

According to the report published by the National Crime Research Bureau (NCRB), in India, a 

woman is subjected to domestic violence every 4.4 minutes and a crime is recorded against women 

in every 1.7 minutes. The data represented on violence against women is always deficient due to the 

dominance of orthodox social norms, stigma and disgrace that is placed on survivors of domestic or 

sexual violence as well as constraints imposed by the pandemic. Domestic violence has increased 

globally during the outbreak of COVID-19, fuelled by economic uncertainties and job losses. Asmita 

Ghosh and Ranjini Ghosh, authors of the first article of this volume, have attempted to raise exactly 

this important social issue in their article titled THE SHADOW PANDEMIC: GENDER VIOLENCE SURGES 

AS UNEMPLOYMENT PEAKS. In the first part of their article the authors tried to integrate the 

relationship between unemployment and gender violence. Further, authors have attempted to explore 
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the connection between unemployment and higher incidence of gender-based violence during 

COVID catastrophe. The authors are hopeful and thus they recommended few measures to alleviate 

the incidents of gender violence that augmented under the shades of COVID.    

 

Dr. Shrabonee Basu in her article titled IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON HOSPITALITY, TOURISM AND 

AVIATION SECTORS, has attempted to explain how the pandemic has adversely collapsed these closely 

related sectors, Worldwide. Subsequently the author has tried to identify how the crisis has affected 

these sectors in India. Her article also highlights diversified solutions and ways to emerge out of this 

sudden economic slump that incurred these industries and sectors. Various sectors such as tourism 

and aviation which depend upon the confluence of people are one of the worst hits due to COVID-19 

and its adverse consequences. Further, the author has critically discussed about the optimistic 

outcome of vaccination process in India among all the people, its dissemination but the subtle 

policies of discrimination constituted by certain Western authorities and countries may impede the 

proliferation of such industries.  

 

Gender-based violence is already a global crisis, has exaggerated since the rampage of COVID-19. 

In a response to ‘flatten the curve’ governments have enforced several restrictions that have left 

many women trapped with their abusers, isolated from support network and social contact. In her 

article titled COVID-19 THROUGH THE GENDER LENS, Dr. Suchismita Raypaul has tried to illuminate 

those aspects. The author throws light on how increased economic uncertainty has further restricted 

many women’s ability to go away from abusive situations. Dr. Raypaul also illuminated problematic 
social issues like child marriage, female genital mutilation and human trafficking which become 

rampant and pervasive due to the impact of COVID-driven socio-economic instability in India. The 

author justifiedly highlighted vulnerable and perilous condition of woman and other oppressed 

groups in an enlightening manner. At the end, the author also discussed about various remedial 

measures that need to be ensured by Government and appellate authorities in order to protect human 

rights and to prevent such social atrocities. 

 

The review titled THE SCIENCE AND POLITICS OF COVID-19 VACCINE, contributed by Dr. Swagata 

Ray starts with the covid 19 vaccine development strategies adopted and its fast track production. 

Next the author attempts to outline the usefulness of each vaccine, their impending restrictions and 

coverage. She has done an elaborate discussion on the ethical issues associated with vaccines 

development and distribution. Finally the challenges that the world faced with vaccine hesitancy and 

the various ways by which they were overcame has been dealt with. 

 

It is our pleasure to declare that despite some technical impediments, we have been finally succeeded 

to publish one article in Bengali also in this current volume. Pertinent to the present volume, Rahul 

Roy has presented a unique collage of two catastrophic disaster namely COVID-19 and the cyclone 

Amphan respectively occurred at the same time that upend economic and social resources. The 

author in his article aptly discusses various contemporary issues and social problems that have 

appeared to mankind due to the pandemic and natural disaster. The author portrays various insightful 

questions regarding the ‘New Normal’ and its aftermath and searches for their probable answers in 
an interesting and futuristic manner. The author painstakingly attempts to show the transformative 

socio-political and economic scenario in the post covid world, the existence of mankind and the 
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position of humanitarian values after COVID-19 in his article titled “অতিমারী, প্রকৃতির ররাষ ও ত্রাণ – 

মানতিকিার এক র াোঁজ”. 
 

The successful publication of this present volume within the stipulated time is the effective result of 

the unstinted perseverance and enormous efforts from all members and groups. The present volume 

has emerged, overcoming all hurdles, owing to the incessant assistance and active co-operation on 

the part of our highly esteemed reviewers. We express our sincere gratitude to our noted reviewers 

who actively took the toil of going through all the articles and incorporated their valuable and critical 

opinions within the stipulated time in spite of all the odds. We remain indebted to our revered 

Principal Madam for her continuous encouragement, generous guidance and precious advice 

regarding many perspectives of the journal. We wholeheartedly acknowledge the generous assistance 

and painstaking labor of the members of Research Committee, Jogamaya Devi College that they 

undertook for the completion of the present volume. We would like to thank our colleague, Mr. 

Indranil Adhikary, Assistant Professor, Department of English for editing the language and helping 

the authors to make necessary rectifications.  

 

We sincerely hope that this present volume will initiate a spirit of inclusiveness and critical inquiry 

which will help scholars, researchers and students alike to enrich their knowledge and wisdom and 

encourage them to participate in similar pursuits with interest and academic vigor. Finally, we would 

like to express our sincere thanks to all the teachers, colleagues, staffs and stakeholders of Jogamaya 

Devi College for their continuous encouragement and valued suggestions which facilitated the 

successful completion of the work.  

 

Paramita Bandyopadhyay 

Debopam Acharya 

and 

Kaushik Kiran Ghosh 

(Members of the Editorial Team) 
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The Shadow Pandemic: 

Gender violence surges as unemployment peaks 
 

Asmita Ghosh1 and Ranjini Ghosh2 
1Department of Economics, University of Calcutta 
2Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics, Pune 

1asmita.reshmi.12@gmail.com, 2ranjinighosh27771@gmail.com 

 

Abstract: UN Women data suggests that 1 in every 3 women worldwide are subject to physical or sexual violence 

at the hands of an intimate partner and emerging data and reports from those on the front lines, show that all types 

of violence against women and girls, particularly domestic violence, have increased during Covid-19. Incidents of 

gender violence that sprung under the shades of Covid, is the Shadow Pandemic that we will be studying in this 

paper. Quarantine has been an effective measure for controlling contagious diseases since the Middle Ages and as 

the COVID-19 pandemic deepens, economic and social stress coupled with restricted movement and social 

isolation, has led to an exponential increase in gender violence. The drastic alteration of day-to-day life and 

mounting pressure on the governments due to the rampant rise in covid has led to the divergence of relief and 

response resources for victims of gender violence to provide immediate covid relief. Even though quarantining 

has had a positive effect on reducing covid, it has led to the risk of losing jobs, economic vulnerabilities, and 

psychological health issues. A report by the International Labour Organization, estimated 33 million increases in 

global unemployment with unemployment percentage points rising to 6.5% and job losses in relative terms were 

higher for women (5%) than for men. Economic dependence has increased the risk of gender violence besides 

making it extremely difficult to abandon the perpetrators; along with this the pressures and feeling of inadequacy 

of the male members to be sole breadwinner of the family is also an added reason for increased violence against 

women. In this paper we attempt to study the relationship between unemployment and gender violence and how 

an increase in unemployment leads to higher incidence of gender-based violence and provide measures to mitigate 

this ongoing Shadow Pandemic. 

 

Keywords: Shadow Pandemic, gender violence, unemployment, COVID-19, domestic 

violence, intimate partner violence 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The United Nations defines violence against women as “any act of gender-based violence that results 

in, or is likely to result in, physical, sexual, or mental harm or suffering to women, including threats 

of such acts, coercion, or arbitrary deprivation of liberty whether occurring in public or private life”. 
The onset of 2020 coupled with the raging pandemic that forced governments worldwide to put their 

countries into lockdown saw a malignant rise in gender-based violence with emergency helplines 

worldwide receiving distressing calls of rising domestic violence. Another massive repercussion of 

this pandemic has been unemployment, with more than 200 million people being unemployed by next 

year as estimated by UN Labour experts. Just like any other crises, the impact of COVID-19 was not 

gender-less; a report by the International Labour Organization, estimated 33 million increases in 

global unemployment with unemployment percentage points rising to 6.5% and job losses in relative 

terms were higher for women (5%) than for men (3.9%) in the year 2020. Women in the poor and 

marginalized sector of the society are not only at a higher risk of infections but also have a higher 

mailto:asmita.reshmi.12@gmail.com
mailto:ranjinighosh27771@gmail.com
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risk of unemployment and gender-violence. A great proportionate of women have also been forced 

out of the labour market due to added domestic responsibilities, a consequence of the imposed 

lockdown which has led to the re-traditionalization of gender roles, risking the undoing of the progress 

made in the female labour market in the past decades. 

 

UN Women data suggests that 1 in every 3 women worldwide are subject to physical or sexual 

violence at the hands of an intimate partner and emerging data and reports from those on the front 

lines, show that all types of violence against women and girls, particularly domestic violence, have 

increased during Covid-19. The raging pandemic serves as perfect cover for the storm that brews 

behind closed doors and increased isolation due to the enforced lockdown has forced women to 

confine themselves with their violent partners closing them off from the help and shelter of the outside 

world. The situation further worsened when domestic shelters and helplines were repurposed to 

accommodate the rising infections as the healthcare system had already been pushed to its tipping 

point. The added economic insecurity that has risen due to severe unemployment has also made it 

very difficult for women to leave the shackles of their abusive partners and they also face a greater 

threat of sexual exploitation and trafficking. All of this coupled with the already existing difficulty in 

recording cases of gender-violence as most women are not very forthcoming due to fear as well as 

trauma of their circumstances with data suggesting that less than 40% of women who experience 

violence, or any sort of crime actually report it to the authorities has also further exacerbated the 

worsening situation. Even prior to the pandemic, domestic violence was one of the greatest human 

rights violations and this has drastically increased during the period of COVID-19 with the threat to 

the physical, sexual, mental and emotional well-being of women and young girls being more 

imminent than ever. The attitude of law in most countries pertaining to violence against women 

remains to be lacking with 1 in 4 countries having “no laws specifically protecting women from 
domestic violence”. The isolation has also led to several unforeseen disruptions with the restricted 
access to phones, helplines or social services like police or hospitals especially in the case of the 

female faction of the population as mentioned by Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcunka, Executive Director 

for UN Women in her statement, “These disruptions may also be comprising the care and support 
that survivor need, like clinical management of rape, and mental health and psycho-social support. 

They also fuel impunity for the perpetrators”. 

 

The relationship between unemployment and gender-violence is a tale as old as time with recurrent 

suggestions of increasing gender-violence during periods of global recessions. For example, the 

British newspaper The Independent in 1993 recounted a statement of a police officer saying how high 

unemployment and financial problems in the country had led to an increase in calls of help due to 

domestic violence. Similarly, in 2008 during the Global Financial Crisis, the Attorney General of 

England and Wales in an interview for The Guardian stated how “domestic violence will spread as 
recession deepens” as the economic and financial pressures take its toll on the suffering families. 

There are several previous works which have attempted to establish a concrete relationship between 

unemployment and gender-based violence. The Household Bargaining Model that emerged in 

economics suggests that job loss alters the balance of bargaining power within the couple by 

modifying their outside options (Anderberg et al. 2016, Aizer 2010). In this model, female 

unemployment decreases ‘bargaining power’ thus increasing violence whereas male unemployment 

decreases it. This result is completely reversed by the Male-Backlash Model that emerged in 
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sociology which states that job loss can challenge gender stereotypes by lowering the relative earnings 

of the man, and domestic violence can emerge as a manifestation of ‘male backlash’ (Macmillan & 
Gartner, 1999). In this model, male unemployment increases gender-violence as it challenges the 

‘breadwinner’ identity of the society while female unemployment by relatively raising the male’s 
earnings decreases the incidence of violence. Even though there hasn’t yet been a proper deterministic 
framework that establishes the relation between these two variables, evidence no matter how limited 

and inconclusive suggests that every time that unemployment has risen the problem of gender-

violence has reared its ugly head. The situation worsens in cases of contagious health crises due to 

the adage of an imposed lockdown which as stated earlier, increases frustrations thus accelerating the 

incidence of violence both at home and outside. The rise of gender-based violence often also arises 

from the social conception of patriarchal masculinity which propagates the idea of the kind of power 

and control that a man should possess, and this power and control is often exerted in the form of 

oppressing women. In times of a crises such as a pandemic, the need for power and control surges as 

all the uncertainty is fuelled with the well-blended mixture of financial instability and forced 

cohabitation due to quarantine and this need for control and power ultimately manifests itself in the 

form of intimate-partner violence or sexual violence against women at home or outside. 

 

Violence against women is not only taxing on the victims but it is taxing on the economy as well. 

Previously estimated the global cost of violence against women stood at USD 1.5 trillion 

approximately which has only then increased during the pandemic and will continue to do so as both 

society and economy reel with the aftermath of it. To prevent violence against women, it is necessary 

to take extensive measures to provide economic and social support. This Shadow Pandemic needs to 

be dealt with immediately and effectively with measures embedded in the form of economic support 

that acknowledges the gravity of the situation. Grassroot women’s organisations along with 
psychosocial helpline systems have always been on the forefront in fighting this heinous violation of 

human rights and the government should aid them in this battle in the form of stimulus packages that 

not only provide social support but economic support as well. In this paper, we take a look at the 

extensive literature of gender violence and how many academicians have attempted to establish its 

relation with unemployment and suggest some measures to prevent it. 

 

2. Research Objective 

Given existing background, our sole research premise is: Unemployment during the COVID19 

pandemic has led to an increase in violence against women. 

 

3. Data and Methodology 

Since it is a review paper, as a data source we have used existing reports, research articles and 

literature on the topic. For our methodology, we have conducted an extensive study and analysis of 

the existing literature and drawn conclusion regarding our research premise. 
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4. Literature Review & Analysis 

Research conducted by the UN Women research has found that violence against women and girls has 

intensified since the outbreak of COVID-19. Worldwide stay-at-home orders increases sexual 

harassment and other forms of violence against women creating dreadful consequences and in order 

to control this gender violence especially against women, the estimates of “Measuring the Shadow 
Pandemic: Violence against Women during COVID-19”, were generated by UN Women based on 
Rapid Gender Assessment Surveys on the impacts of COVID-19. They mainly focused on primary 

areas of concern that is economic activities and resources such as employment and income, unpaid 

domestic and care work, access to goods and services, and social protection and relief measures. The 

RGAs conducted were specifically focused on VAW and COVID-19 in 13 countries with the support 

of Bill Gates and Melinda Gates Foundation, covering all regions with the aim of understanding the 

extent of the shadow pandemic and women’s safety, both in home or outside and to look into their 

mental as well as emotional well-being. Based on the pooled data, 45% women are exposed directly 

or indirectly to VAW since the onset of pandemic. Since the pandemic began, 23% reported verbal 

abuse and denial of basic resources, 16% reported sexual harassment and 15% reported physical 

abuse, which may have been the result of lockdowns, curfews and social distancing which were 

imposed to curb the spread of the pandemic. Women living with children were more likely to report 

having experienced violence or to know someone who has since COVID-19. During the pandemic a 

lot of women felt more unsafe at home with some women specifically reporting that they were harmed 

by another family member and 35% of were being physically abused by others in the household. In 

addition to violence at home, many women also faced similar issues outside the boundaries of the 

four walls of their home. Violence and sexual harassment in public spaces reduces women's and girls’ 
freedom of movement, ability to go out for schools, workplaces and public life. VAW also correlates 

with the issue food insecurity for women; a survey on gender-based violence conducted by the World 

Bank in Indonesia, found that on average, 4 in 10 women (38%) are likely to be food insecure. Women 

aged less than 50 years have a higher likelihood to be food insecure (39-42%) than those who aged 

50-59 years (34%) and 60+ years (33%). Similarly, women living with children are more likely to be 

food insecure than those without (42% and 32%, respectively). Results of the study show how the 

COVID-19 pandemic has aggravated violence, “revealing connections between violence, food 
insecurity and consequences on women’s mental health”. 

 

New IMF staff research (Ouedraogo & Stenzel 2021) suggests that a major threat to economic 

development is any kind of violence against women with a “1 percent increase in violence against 
women is connected with a 9 percent lower level of economic activity”. Globally the most threatening 
place for women is their own households and this pandemic has made the violence even worse. The 

number of reported cases of gender violence in Nigeria and Croatia escalated to 130 and 228 percent 

respectively during the first five months of 2020 compared to that of 2019. Initially, women from less 

abusive homes are likely to work fewer hours when they do work but in the prevalence of high levels 

of domestic violence in the household, the number of women in the workforce decreases drastically. 

These curtail women’s acquisition of education and efficiency which ultimately results in “less public 
investment overall as more public resources are channelled to health and judicial services”. They use 
survey data from US Agency for International Development’s Demographic and Health Survey from 

1980s to the present comprising of 18 sub-Saharan African countries, with 224 districts and more 

https://blogs.imf.org/bloggers/david-stenzel/
https://blogs.imf.org/bloggers/david-stenzel/
https://dhsprogram.com/
https://dhsprogram.com/
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than 440,000 women and compare it with satellite data on night-time lights from the US National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. The survey data alone showed that more than 30 percent 

of women have encountered some form of violence. Based on their analysis, they found that lower 

economic activity leads to higher level of violence against women and girls which makes it harder 

for them to maintain a job resulting in a conspicuous drop in female employment. If sub-Saharan 

African countries can manage to reduce the level of gender violence closer to the world average of 

23 percent, then it would gain 30 percent long term GDP. Their research also found that domestic 

violence is more dangerous in countries lacking protective laws and in countries with heavy energy-

based industries as they are “more likely to crowd out women-centred jobs” leading to diminished 
economic power for women. Countries should strengthen laws and protections against domestic 

violence which can prevent violence against women, and encourage women’s participation in the 
workforce. Improving education opportunities for girls is an important step in the longer term. As the 

gender education gap reduces, women and girls can enjoy more socio-economic freedom and have 

more decision-making power than men. 

 

Bhalotra et al. (2021) uses administrative data from Brazil to analyse the role that unemployment 

plays in accelerating the incidence of gender violence. “Research by economists on causes has been 

framed around the power imbalance within couples, with several studies investigating whether 

domestic violence can be reduced by empowering women i.e., providing women with cash transfers, 

skills training or jobs.” and in their paper they attempt to determine the cause behind the violence and 

if unemployment compensation can help alleviate it. They have used data from court registers for 

Brazil containing every domestic violence case for 2009-2018 i.e., pre-pandemic and linked both the 

plaintiff and defendant to administrative data containing longitudinal employment records. Along 

with this, they use two extra measures i.e., “the use of domestic violence public shelters and 
notifications of domestic violence submitted by state health providers.” The key findings from their 

investigation denotes that job losses for both men and women exacerbate the incidence of domestic 

violence. The findings hold true for all measures of domestic violence that they have considered in 

their methodology. Using the judicial data, they estimate a 30% increase of the baseline mean in 

domestic violence following unemployment. The effects of unemployment as seen in their analysis 

are pervasive across all characteristics i.e., “distribution of perpetrator age, education, baseline 

income, baseline domestic violence rates, the gender pay gap, population size, GDP per capita and 

the share of workers in the informal sector.” The investigative findings show that the relevant 
mechanism for the perpetration of domestic violence turns out to be income shock of unemployment 

which leads to stress and also the resulting exposure associated with the time shock of unemployment. 

Their research proposes that job loss for either partner is a significant shock to the household income 

thus disturbing the prevalent equilibrium in the household. The tight budget leads to renegotiation of 

allocation of resources which becomes a substantial ground for conflict and the added exposure to 

each other as unemployment forces them to stay at home together for longer periods of time provides 

an increased opportunity for domestic violence. This coupled with the stress of income uncertainty 

and the feeling of worthlessness that stem from the job loss further fuels the fire that is domestic 

violence. Their paper also suggests unemployment compensation for the prevention of domestic 

violence and exploits the “experimental variation in access to cash benefits generated by 
unemployment insurance (UI) eligibility rules in Brazil” to analyse the efficacy of unemployment 

compensation in prevention of domestic violence. Evidence suggests that “compensating unemployed 
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men for income loss reduces domestic violence perpetration, the fact that unemployment benefits lead 

to longer duration of unemployment frustrates their potential.” Their work on unemployment 
compensation implies that prolonged unemployment leads to the benefits of compensation being 

offset by exposure effects of domestic violence. Thus, unemployment compensation is more effective 

as a measure to mitigate violence if it is backed by some sort of policy that ensures return to work. 

Even though their analysis period is prepandemic; it extends well enough into the pandemic itself as 

the pandemic has led to widespread unemployment and lockdowns have forced people to cohabitate 

and evidence from their study backs the sudden upsurge in gender-violence worldwide. 

 

Macmillan & Gartner (1999) examined the direct and conditional effects of female unemployment on 

spousal violence. Their paper argued that employment plays a pivotal role in establishing gender 

identities and relations and tread it as a symbolic instead of socioeconomic resource. Treating 

employment as symbolic lies in the premise that a man’s ability to work has always been a crucial 
part in constructing masculinity and this helps to shed light on the complex relations between gender 

identities and spousal violence. They argue that one can understand the symbolic nature of 

employment if marriages are viewed as exchange relationships between the partners that have been 

“culturally defined by principles of equity and status expectations.” Employment of one partner when 
treated as a means to attain economic resources independent of the employment status of the other 

overlooks these principles and expectations. They refer to previous works where the employment of 

both spouses has serious implications in spousal violence. Exchange theory implies that in a 

relationship with atypical consistencies in status where the female occupies a higher cultural, psycho-

social, economic resource than that of the male, makes the disadvantaged (here, man) more likely to 

employ coercion in the relationship (Molm 1997). Research on masculinity and gender identities 

show that female employment has a detrimental effect on the husband’s mental health as they deal 
with the loss of the role of ‘sole breadwinners’; gendered-division of labour where the men are 

supposed to work outside and women at home are primary gender constructs and the notions of 

masculinity are strongly dependent on the belief of being a good provider and breadwinner (Kessler 

& McRae 1982, Thoits 1992, Connell 1995). However, it is crucial to understand that masculinity is 

always constructed with reference to femininity, thus in relationships where only the female is 

employed the risk of violence increases as marriage is viewed as the “hierarchal relationship 
maintained through socially sanctioned authority and ultimately based on covert force.” According 
to them, the inconsistencies in empirical research on spousal violence may have risen due to the 

conflation of the various forms of intimate-partner violence. Spousal violence can manifest itself into 

“common-couple violence” which is based on the premise that marital violence is a form of conflict 
resolution or as “patriarchal terrorism” which is systemic and a play for social control (Johnson 1995). 
They use the data of The Violence Against Women Survey conducted by Statistics Canada in 1993 

consisting of 12,300 women, 18 years of age or older living in ten provinces of Canada. 

 

Their analysis depends on data on “spousal violence from the 8,461 women with current legal or 
common-law spouses.” Their investigation provides evidence that “the effect of one partner’s 
employment is conditioned by the employment status of other partner.” Female participation in labour 
force lowers the risks of spousal violence as long as the male is also employed but the risk increases 

if the male is unemployed. Their research establishes the primary significance of employment as a 
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status measure between husbands and wives bound in a marital relationship defined by “gender 
expectations of male authority and female dependence”. 

 

Anderberg et al. (2013) aims to examine the impact of unemployment on domestic violence both 

theoretically and empirically by combining “high-quality individual-level data on intimate partner 

violence from the British Crime Survey (BCS) with local labour market data at the Police Force Area 

(PFA) level from the UK’s Annual Population Survey (APS)”. They use a simple game-theoretic 

model to analyse the effect of change in unemployment to the degree of domestic violence. The model 

assumes that higher unemployment loads more “idiosyncratic labour-income risk onto individuals, 

and depicts marriage as a non-market institution that allows couples to partially diversify income risk, 

by drawing on their pooled income and sharing consumption”. In equilibrium, a male with a violent 
inclination can either hide or disclose his real nature depending upon his own and his partner’s future 
earnings “as determined by unemployment risks and potential wages”. Primary result is that an 
increased unemployment among male decreases partner violence, but increased female 

unemployment leads to increased domestic abuse. They discover that male and female unemployment 

have opposite effects on domestic violence. If a male has high unemployment risk, then he would 

tend to be non-violent because of his low future earnings, and any violence would be a strong reason 

for his wife to leave. On the contrary, when a female has a high unemployment risk, then she would 

be less inclined to leave her partner even if she faces any kind of violence because her future earnings 

would be low. “1 percent increase in the male unemployment rate causes a decline in the incidence 

of physical abuse against women of around 3 percent”. The paper also contributes to “a small but 
growing literature in economics on domestic violence” and is divided into three parts. Firstly, it 
analyses the relationship between the “economic status of women and their exposure to domestic 

violence” by testing a simple model whose key forecast of the model is that as woman’s real wage 
increases, her bargaining powers will also increase and this leads to a decrease in the level of violence 

by improving her options outside (Aizer 2010). Secondly it explores the effects of public policy on 

domestic violence and finds that “mandatory arrest laws” have the contradictory effect of increasing 
“intimate partner homicides” (Iyen Gar 2009). Finally, it concentrates on “male motives for violence”. 
Previous works argue that intimate partner violence represents expressive behaviour that is triggered 

by “payoff-irrelevant emotional shocks”; some males use violence to show their anger and 
disaffection with their marriage and partners’ behaviour with respect to domestic violence is 
transferred from parents to children (Card & Dahl 2011, Bloch & Rao 2002, Pollak 2004). “Latent 
abusive males” who have lost their jobs may refrain from offensive actions, to avoid divorce and “loss 
of spousal insurance” but when women are unemployed, their economic dependency on their partners 
may stop them from leaving their partners which leads to an increased risk of intimate partner 

violence. Therefore, policies must be designed to intensify women’s employment security and this 
could demonstrate an important feature to domestic violence reduction. 

 

Mtengwane & Khumalo (2020) try to explore the link between economically vulnerable women and 

gender-violence using a case study based on South Africa. They argue that structural socioeconomic 

differences act as major propellant for violence against women. 

 

Statistics provide evidence that “more than 30 percent of women in South Africa bear gender-based 

violence in the form of harassment, rape, and domestic violence”. In South Africa, particularly black 
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African women have a higher unemployment rate than men and also in some cases women are 

employed but earn less than men which can be associated with “the unpaid normative duties of child-

rearing and household maintenance”. Therefore, they are unable to protect themselves from 

exploitation or report abuse, as they fail to use their “independent social and economic existence” 
outside the control of their partner. A distinct social class and income link is associated with this 

COVID-19 pandemic. Gender-based violence is more common among less educated women than 

those with higher education. Moreover, wealth or income is a prime factor of gender-based violence, 

higher the wealth or income, lower the gender-based violence. To overcome the economic 

vulnerability that subjects women to gender-based violence, more planned and significant action 

should be taken to support in securing the basic necessities of women and girls, as more women are 

moving away from the “nurturing and child-rearing” role which can be attributed to the high cost of 
living. 

Aizer (2010) analyses the impact of gender-wage gap on domestic violence in the United States by 

employing an economic theory of bargaining incorporating violence based on the premise that “an 
increase in woman's relative wage increases her bargaining power and lowers levels of violence by 

improving her outside option.” She uses administrative data of female hospitalisations for assault and 
analyses the impact of wage gap as a “function of local demand for female and male labour” on 
spousal violence. The key findings from her analysis shows a 9% decrease in domestic violence 

(during non-working hours) explained by a decline in the gender-wage gap between 1990 and 2003. 

Her study stands in contradiction to the “malebacklash” model in sociology and model of exposure 
reduction in criminology which claim that a rise in female wages increases domestic violence as 

gender constructs are threatened and increased female labour force participation decreases violence 

due to reduced exposure to violent partners, respectively. 

 

Bowlus & Seitz (2006) in their paper present a model of domestic violence in an attempt to determine 

“who abuses, who is abused, and how women respond to abuse via employment and divorce.” Their 
paper aims to study the behaviour of men and women in abusive marriages primarily the cause behind 

men committing the abuse and women choosing to stay in the abusive marriage. They also attempt to 

study the link between domestic violence and employment. They use data from the 1993 Violence 

Against Women Survey conducted by Statistics Canada. In the model, domestic violence serves two 

purposes for men i.e., men may prefer to abuse directly or employ abuse as a device to influence their 

wife’s behaviour. Women make their employment decisions considering “how their behaviour 

influences the likelihood of experiencing abuse in the future.” The key findings of their analysis 
revealed three things. First, women in abusive marriages have a significantly higher chance of 

divorcing their husbands compared to women who aren’t. Second, men who observe domestic abuse 

in their childhood have a 1.9-5.3 times higher chance to commit it. Third, employment reduces the 

likelihood of a man abusing his in marriages where the wife is under 30. From various policy 

experiments they draw the insight that women who work prior to facing abuse in a marriage are more 

likely to not face abuse in a marriage while employment for women already in abusive marriages 

does not help alleviate the abuse. In such cases, policies to help women end the marriage instead of 

working on the marriage are more efficient in mitigating violence. They also find that policies that 

help “re-socializing men from violent homes” are more prudent in reducing incidence of domestic 
violence within marriages. 
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Wadsworth et al. (2014) in their research find that even though domestic violence in Britain did not 

increase during recession both male and female have experienced different type of risks of 

unemployment and these have inverse effects on the level of physical assault. A survey of British 

Crime Survey (BCS) states that around “6% of the female population of working age” reveals some 

form of domestic abuse in any year. According to their data, “93% of suspects in domestic violence 
court cases are men, and 70% of victims are women”. The rate of domestic violence fluctuates with 
the “economic cycle” and violent situations in the home can take place with an increase in 

unemployment. This paper suggests that when there are “significant gender differences” high 
unemployment rate among men is linked with fall in domestic assault, but high unemployment rate 

among women is linked with high rate in domestic assault. They show the pattern of unemployment 

rates for men and women in England and Wales since 2005. In 2008, unemployment rate went up for 

men and women but more so for men and after 2009, unemployment rate for men remains higher than 

that for women and rates of reported domestic violence fell in a period of decline in the economy 

when unemployment was rising. They hypothesise that a relationship has both costs and benefits and 

it is when the costs outweigh the benefits that the relationship fails. The impact of unemployment 

causes both the costs and benefits of partnerships. If unemployment is low, “potential income gains 
from a partnership are raised” but higher unemployment lowers “the gains from a partnership”. For 
men, higher risk of unemployment leads to increase in physical violence in the home since the 

contribution of the man is decreased to the partnership while higher risk of unemployment for women, 

lowers their contribution and women continue to stay in an abusive relationship which increases 

domestic violence. 

 

Chin (2012) in her paper attempts to examine the effect of female labour force participation on 

domestic violence in India by “exploiting the exogenous variations in rural women’s working status 
driven by rainfall shocks and the rice-wheat dichotomy.” The paper is based on the theory that rainfall 
shocks lead to “a regional variation in demand for female labour, depending on the choice of crop, 
which leads to an exogenous change in female labour force participation.” The investigative analysis 
yields evidence that increased female labour force participation leads to a reduced incidence of 

spousal violence and this is primarily driven by a strong exposure reduction. Any suggestive effects 

of backlash or extraction on female employment are dominated by the exposure reduction while there 

is no evidence of bargaining effect. Her study is an insight into the fact that cultures play a very 

important role in the efficiency of economic policies and it is very important to take into account how 

cultural factors react with economic factors especially when formulating policies on gender-equality. 

 

Tur-Prats (2017) introduces a gender-identity approach to analyse the causal link between 

unemployment and intimate-partner violence. Her study suggests the aetiology of intimate partner 

violence as “a way to reinstate the loss of utility generated by what some men perceive as an insult”. 
The research focuses on stem and nuclear family types and argues that a stem family fostered the 

belief of both men and women as providers since the co-residence of the young wife with other 

women in the family meant the burden of household work was shared freeing up time for work 

outside. However, in the case of nuclear family the entire burden of household falls on the wife 

fostering the cultural norm of men as breadwinners binding the women to the domestic sphere. She 

hypothesises that local gender-identity norms determine “the individual’s reaction to changes in 
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gender gap in unemployment” and uses four cross-sectional surveys conducted in Spain on violence 

against women in the years 1999, 2002, 2006 and 2011. The results from the analysis are consistent 

with her gender-identity explanation. Investigative findings suggests that a decrease in female 

unemployment relative to male unemployment increases the incidence of gender violence in nuclear 

families, however this is neutralised in families with a “stem family prevalence in the past.” 

 

5. Conclusion 

Economic insecurity that arises due to the pandemic and a rise in gender violence doesn’t just refer 
to income insecurity but to an overall developmental insecurity for women that ranges from food 

insecurity to educational insecurity. Estimates suggest that an additional 11 million girls will drop out 

of school during COVID and if the previous crises are any indication many will not return. This will 

further widen the education gender gap thus leading to a marked decline in their earnings 

accompanied with the rise of teenage pregnancies and child marriage. This lack in education and a 

considerable depreciation of income ability further fuels the repetitive cycle that is gender violence. 

During the 2008 Financial Crisis, government funds were diverted to facilitate financial bailouts 

which culminated in massive cutbacks on social security services heavily impacting women. This 

lack of social security is going to prevalent during the pandemic as well as more and more resources 

are being diverted to control and mitigate the spread of the infection. The dire consequences of the 

pandemic are going to exist long after it has subsided especially for women who are going face 

challenges in work force participation and income. This is evident from the recent Ebola outbreak, 

where quarantining led to a considerable decline in female economic activity leading to rise in food 

insecurity and poverty gap and while male employment rebounded quickly after the outbreak it wasn’t 
the same for the female labour force. To summarise, an increase in unemployment facilitates a return 

to traditional gender roles where men are preferred in the hiring process when there are limited jobs 

and women are tasked with domestic care and household chores. 

 

When battling the plague that is gender-violence the saying “prevention is better than cure” should 
be followed by the governments around the world. Economic relief measures administered should be 

pro-active and provide a proper financial as well as social support to enable the victims to leave their 

abusers. The VAW RGAs conducted by UN Women suggests some need for actions. These include 

women’s voices and rights reflected in pandemic responses along with equal representation in 
COVID-19 task forces; strengthened social and health support for women. To address gender norms, 

some prevention initiatives can include creating awareness and influence social norms through media, 

and the providing economic and livelihoods support to women and households. Apart from all of 

these, “gender statistics and sex-disaggregated data” should also be collected regularly, including 

measuring the impacts of COVID-19 and short- and long-term violence against women. The 

government should initiate ‘economic support packages’ which includes direct cash-transfers which 

means that women who are poor and lack of money, they can have direct access to cash, so that they 

can afford day to day necessities during this pandemic. Improving unemployment benefits by 

providing temporary income and improving family and child benefits for vulnerable women and their 

families. Stimulus funding for businesses owned by women or any sector or industries where female 

workers are more and enacting laws and policies that guarantee equal pay for work provide a good 
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incentive for women to take part in the labour force. Social security for the female workers in the 

informal works and paid leave to essential workers with childcare services will help alleviate the 

burden of financial insecurity and overwhelming domestic burden that women have been facing in 

this pandemic. 

 

COVID-19 is already proving to be a test with the world facing not only facing economic but 

emotional shocks as well. Violence in this pandemic has emerged from the shadows taking a toll on 

the daily lives of women. It is our responsibility as a civilization to ensure the safety of everyone that 

lives in our society. The economic, social and psychological effects of the pandemic will reign for a 

long time even after the pandemic is over and it is an immediate necessity that we prevent it from 

getting worse for the women of our world and ensure that the progress that has been made in 

empowering women in the past decades doesn’t go to waste. 
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Abstract: Covid 19 has posed numerous challenges to the world, impacting the economy and healthcare systems 

globally. Its fallout on hospitality, travel and tourism and the closely related aviation sector has been no less 

devastating. Hospitality, tourism and travel and their close associate the aviation sector are to a large extent part 

of the service industry worldwide. They feed on each other. The more people travel, the more it means business 

for the hospitality sector. Tourists are also an important market for airlines. A large percentage of airline customers 

travel for tourism and account for a significant share of the aviation industry’s total revenue. But the Covid 19 
pandemic changed all these dynamics. The pandemic engulfed the world in a matter of weeks and curtailed the 

mobility of people world over. As a consequence, the hospitality and tourism operations of many countries were 

virtually shut down. Both international and domestic travel came to a standstill, forcing airlines to shut down. 

 

In this article, as a first step, an attempt has been made to explain how the pandemic has impacted these sectors, 

globally. Subsequently, the article has tried to pinpoint how the crisis has affected these sectors in India. Lastly, 

an attempt has been made to suggest ways to come out of this crisis and give a much-needed shot in the arms to 

these sectors through collaborative endeavours of all the stakeholders. With global vaccination gaining ground 

there is light at the end of the tunnel. In India also there will be a turn around with the large majority of the adult 

population getting fully vaccinated and the under 18 population also getting a share of the jab and the rollout of 

the booster doses. 

 

Keywords: COVID19-impact, Travel, Hospitality, Tourism, Aviation, Vaccine. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

On December 31, 2019, the first case of the deadly corona virus (COVID-19) was reported in Wuhan, 

Hubei, China (World Health Organization, 2020). The deadly virus was transmitted to the whole 

world giving rise to an unprecedented situation, leaving in its wake a trail of death and devastation. 

As the pandemic spread across the globe, it had severe impact on the economy and healthcare systems 

world over. Its fallout on hospitality, tourism and the aviation sector globally were no less calamitous. 

As one country after another went in for extended lockdowns, many businesses were completely shut 

down or stringent measures were announced for conducting business activities in selected sectors 

only. As a consequence, the hospitality and tourism sectors, along with the aviation sector, were 

particularly hard-hit. 

 

It is no secret that the hospitality sector is to a large extent dependent on tourism, both domestic and 

international, for its survival and growth. The tourism industry is responsible for travel arrangements 

for tourists, but necessary services such as accommodation and food are provided by the hospitality 

industry. More tourists imply more business for the hospitality industry. Irrespective of their purpose 

for travel (business or leisure) all tourists require basic services. Therefore, first and foremost, the 

tourism industry needs the hospitality industry to sustain itself. Simply put, the two go hand in hand, 
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and depend on each other for survival. The relationship between tourism and aviation also needs to 

be synergic for economic development. Tourists constitute important clients for airlines. Tourism and 

aviation industry feed on each other. The more people want to travel to far-away destinations, the 

greater the demand for air travel. A large percentage of airlines customers travel for tourism, and 

account for a significant share of the aviation industry’s total revenue. 
 

But the COVID-19 pandemic changed all these dynamics. In the recent history of mankind, no other 

virus has wreaked so much havoc as the SARS-COV-2. Even the Spanish flu of 1918 which was 

caused by the H1N1 virus, and was in reality the influenza pandemic, was perhaps less deadly than 

the COVID-19 pandemic as far as mortality was concerned, considering the fact that medical science 

was far less advanced nearly 100 years back. Like COVID -19, Spanish flu also had economic 

ramifications. There was lowering of GDP, no doubt. But not much research has been undertaken 

about the economic fallout of the Spanish flu (Sharma et al. 2021). So, its impact on various sectors 

of the economy also cannot be properly assessed. Some studies have been carried out on its effect on 

the labour force and the demographics of the day, especially in India. But no comparison can be made 

on this basis on its impact in various sectors of the economy in the post-First World War era. Unlike 

today, service sectors like hospitality, tourism and aviation had largely an inconsequential role to play 

in a colonial economy. So, drawing a comparison would be redundant. COVID-19, on the other hand, 

had left its profoundly detrimental impact on the global economy, especially the service sector, which 

includes the hospitality, tourism and aviation industry. 

 

2. IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON THE HOSPITALITY SECTOR 

 

COVID-19 has confronted the hospitality industry with an unprecedented challenge. Strategies to 

flatten the COVID-19 curve such as community lockdowns, social distancing, stay-at-home orders, 

travel and mobility restrictions have resulted in temporary closure of many businesses related to 

hospitality. Almost all restaurants were asked to limit their operations to only take-outs whenever the 

caseloads were exponentially high. Restrictions placed on travel and stay-at-home orders issued by 

the government also led to sharp decline in occupancy of hotels, resulting in concomitant fall in 

revenues (Gursoy and Chi 2020). 

 

In recent times, the hospitality industry has become very important to the global economy. The 

hospitality industry involves a large number of customers and employees and also high exposure to 

both national and international guests, which dramatically increases the potential for exposure to and 

spreading of infections. Thus, the COVID-19 pandemic has laid bare the industry’s vulnerability. The 
COVID-19 pandemic is an ongoing event and as such it is necessary to deeply analyse the impact of 

this public health crisis on the hospitality industry. 

 

According to Schroeder and Pennington (2014) public health-related crises are always covered by the 

media in a negative light. Thus, forcing the government of the day to opt for knee-jerk reactions. The 

COVID-19 pandemic also forced many countries, including India (lockdown started from March 

2020) to go in for complete closedown. Thus, travel restrictions took effect across the globe in 2020, 
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creating an economic crisis of unprecedented magnitude. In a world which is increasingly dependent 

on the service sector for economic growth, the study of the impact of the pandemic on the hospitality 

industry is thus of crucial importance. Of equal significance is the study of ways to mitigate this crisis. 

 

A report by the World Association of Investment Promotion Agencies (IPAs) of May 2020 stated that 

sectors like hotels and restaurants and other travel and tourism-related services were among the top 

five vulnerable sectors during the crisis of COVID-19. IPAs reported that hotels and restaurants were 

affected by the pandemic by around 84% followed by other travel and tourism related services by 

around 65%. Since February 2020, US hotels have lost in excess of $46 billion, and 4.8 million 

hospitality and leisure jobs have been lost (Shapoval et al.2021). In Israel, the lodging industry is 

losing $142 million a month, according to the Israel Hotel Association (Shapoval et al 2021). In 

Sweden the average lodging occupancy rate dropped 34% from August 2014 to August 2020, 

resulting in a financial loss of 1.6 billion Swedish kroner ($182 million USD) (Shapoval et al 2020) 

and the US lodging occupancy rate also showed a considerable decline. 

 

Even in the European Union, the pandemic has revealed the vulnerability of countries with deeply 

service-based economies such as Italy, Spain, Greece and Portugal where a large loss in GDP is 

forecasted. This reflects the negative relationship between an epidemic disease (health sector) and the 

tourism and hospitality sector. So public strategies to help the hospitality industry recover from the 

devastating effects of the COVID -19 pandemic are needed. 

 

The hospitality industry also needs to respond to the substantial challenges they face by making 

changes to their operations in the COVID-19 business environment. Ensuring employees’ and 
customers’ health and safety should be their top priority. They have to also make concerted efforts to 

enhance customer’s willingness to patronize their business. 
 

A large portion of individuals are not willing to dine at a restaurant immediately. The same is true for 

staying at hotels. Customers in general still do not feel comfortable to dine in at a sit-down restaurant, 

travel to a destination and stay at a hotel, especially after the third wave of the pandemic, driven by 

the Omicron variant in countries like India. 

 

Since the breakeven point in the hospitality industry is relatively high due to high operating costs, the 

survival of many hospitality businesses heavily depends on increasing the demand for their services 

and products. Thus, it is very important to figure out what will make customers return. This also 

requires extensive research efforts. 

 

Preliminary findings also suggest that around one-third of restaurant customers and around 40% of 

the hotel customers are willing to pay more for increased safety precautions. While customers expect 

hospitality businesses to implement more rigorous safety/cleaning procedures, a portion of them are 

willing to pay for those added safety measures (Gursoy et al 2020). 

 

Preliminary findings also indicate that a large proportion of restaurant customers (64.71 %) and the 

majority of hotel customers (70.42 %) believe that the use of various technologies in service delivery 

will be necessary in the COVID-19 environment in order to minimize human-to-human contact 
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(examples service robots, contactless payment such as Apply pay or contactless bankcards, digital 

menus that can be viewed on personal mobile devices via QR codes, contactless digital payment, 

keyless entry, touchless elevators, etc) (Gursoy et al 2020). 

 

These findings strongly suggest that technology integration and adoption into hospitality operations 

will likely be integral in the near future. Recent developments in artificial intelligence (AI) and social 

service robot technologies have enabled the use of AI technologies in service delivery and the 

COVID-19 pandemic may precipitate the popularity of such technology for public safety reasons. 

 

In India, the pandemic has also cast its evil spell on the hospitality sector. The Federation of Hotel 

and Restaurant Associations of India (FHRAI) estimates that over 20-30% of establishments in the 

organized sector comprising around 60,000 hotels and 5 lakh restaurants have already shut shop since 

the outbreak of the pandemic. Experts suggest that domestic hotel companies had to face a weak Q4 

FY 2020 (fourth quarter, Financial Year 2020) and a weaker Q1 FY2021(first quarter, Financial Year 

2021). In fact, FHRAI has estimated that the hotel industry has faced a loss of Rs 1.3 trillion in 

revenue in FY 2021 (Business Standard 2021). Things were beginning to look up after the second 

wave of the pandemic was over by July-August 2021. There was revenge travel among a large section 

of the population, resulting in hopes of the hospitality sector making a turnaround. But the third wave 

of the pandemic in the country, triggered by the Omicron variant of the virus again dashed the hope 

of the hospitality sector. 

 

With several curbs being imposed on year-end celebrations (2021) in closed or open spaces in many 

of the states, the hotel industry has taken a further hit. It all has come at a time when the hospitality 

sector was steadily inching towards some normalcy. The earnings in the New Year would have given 

the sector a much-needed breather. Hotels were also seeing above normal bookings over the past few 

months, an outcome of pent-up demand. But, according to FHRAI booking cancellations for 

Christmas and New Year celebrations, along with those of weddings and planned events have so far 

resulted in a loss of around Rs 200 crore in the hospitality industry. 

 

3. IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON THE TOURISM SECTOR 

The COVID-19 pandemic spread its deadly tentacles all over the world in a matter of weeks, 

threatening the health and lives of millions of people worldwide. It affected the mobile, relatively 

affluent communities of East Asia, Europe and North America. As a result, the tourism operation of 

many countries was virtually shut down and international travel all but ceased. If that was not enough, 

in some countries domestic travel also came to a standstill. In fact, air and sea travel (especially in 

the form of mega ship cruises) has been highlighted as one of the main causes behind the rapid and 

global spread of the pandemic (Baum T and Hai N.T.T. 2020). 

 

The COVID-19 pandemic has imposed restrictions on the way we live, on the choices we make as a 

free individual. It has curtailed our personal mobility as far as access to travel is concerned, both 

locally and further afield. It has perforce curbed our right to be tourists. Before the pandemic hit us, 

we lived in a mobile world and considered ourselves to be global travellers if we had the means and 
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affluence to do so. But the COVID-19 pandemic with its enforced lockdowns brought an abrupt end 

to our mobility. In response to this pandemic, governments all over the world enacted laws and 

regulations that would have been unthinkable earlier. As “social distancing” became the watchword, 
the travel and tourism industry bore the brunt of this new norm. 

 

The COVID-19 pandemic led to the closing of national borders in most countries of the world, 

stretching from the continents of Europe, North America, Asia to Australia and South America. 

National borders in most countries have been shut to most travellers including leisure, business and 

pilgrimage tourists. In some instances, especially in Europe, it also involved reinstating borders which 

were removed many years ago, for example within the Schengen area. Many countries, including 

Australia, New Zealand and China closed their borders completely to non-nationals and non-residents 

(Baum T and Hai N.T.T. 2020). 

 

The tourism sector, along with the hospitality sector, is regarded as the most dynamic sector in today’s 
global economy. It had generated about 10.3% of global GDP and provided 330 million jobs in 2019 

directly and indirectly (World Travel and Tourism Council, 2019). Such a large and positive impact 

on the global economy was experienced despite its survival from the crisis and disasters at various 

times in the past. Incidentally, the primary form of crisis that affect the tourism sector are armed 

conflicts, environmental hazards, natural disasters and pandemics. The COVID-19 pandemic has left 

the tourism sector with unprecedented challenges by limiting the demand side through restrictions 

imposed on the freedom of movement and ever-growing fear of infection. 

 

But compared to 2020, when severe restrictions were imposed all over the world, sounding the death-

knell for the travel and tourism sector, there was a marginal improvement in 2021. This improvement, 

however, was not uniform all over the world. According to data provided by World Tourism 

Organisation (UNWTO) for 2021, international tourism experienced a growth of 4%. But it remained 

far below the pre-pandemic level. Nearly 415 million tourist arrivals were noted globally in 2021 

compared to 400 million in 2020. There was an increase of 15 million international tourists in 2021 

when compared to 2020. However, international arrivals were still 72% below the pre-pandemic year 

of 2019 (when international tourist arrival was nearly 1.47 billion), according to preliminary estimates 

of UNWTO. So, it follows that 2020 was the worst year on record for tourism (Barometer UNWTO 

2022). 

 

The moderate uplift in demand in 2021 was driven by increased traveller confidence amid rapid 

progress on vaccinations and the easing of entry restrictions in many destinations. UNWTO has also 

noted that international tourism rebounded moderately during the second half of 2021. According to 

limited data, international arrivals in December 2021 were 65% below 2019 levels. The full impact 

of the Omicron variant and surge in COVID-19 cases is yet to be ascertained. 

 

Thus, the pace of recovery remains slow and uneven across world regions due to varying degrees of 

mobility restrictions, vaccination rates and traveller confidence. 

 

Europe and the Americas recorded the strongest results in 2021 compared to 2020 (+19% and +17% 

respectively), but still both 63% below pre-pandemic levels. By sub-region, the Caribbean saw the 
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best performance (+63% above 2020, though 37% below 2019). North America (+17%) and Central 

Eastern Europe (+18%) also climbed above 2020 levels. But in the Middle East arrivals declined 24% 

compared to 2020 and 79% over 2019. In Asia and the Pacific arrivals were still 65% below 2020 

levels and 94% when compared to pre-pandemic days as many destinations remained closed to non-

essential travel (Barometer UNWTO 2022). 

 

The economic contribution of tourism in 2021 (measured in tourism direct gross domestic product) 

is estimated at US$1.9 trillion, above the US$1.6 trillion in 2020, but still well below the pre-

pandemic value of US$3.5 trillion. Export revenues from international tourism could exceed US$700 

billion in 2021, a small improvement over 2020 due to higher spending per trip, but less than half the 

US$1.7 trillion recorded in 2019 (Barometer UNWTO 2022). 

 

As far as the outlook for 2022 goes, according to the latest UNWTO Panel of Experts, most tourism 

professionals (61%) see better prospects for 2022. While 58% expect a rebound in 2022, mostly 

during the third quarter, 42% point to a potential rebound only in 2023. A majority of experts (64%) 

now expect international arrivals to return to 2019 levels only in 2024 or later. 

 

The UNWTO Confidence Index shows a slight decline for January-April 2022. Experts believe that 

only a rapid and more widespread vaccination roll-out, followed by a major lifting of travel 

restrictions, and more coordination and clearer information on travel protocols can help in the 

effective recovery of international tourism. UNWTO scenarios indicate that international tourist 

arrivals could grow by 30% to 78% in 2022 compared to 2021. However, this would still be 50% to 

63% below pre-pandemic levels. 

 

The recent rise in COVID-19 cases, triggered by the Omicron variant, are set to disrupt the recovery 

and affect confidence through early 2022 as some countries have once again reintroduced stringent 

travel bans. At the same time, the vaccination roll-out remains uneven and many destinations still 

have their borders completely closed, mostly in Asia and the Pacific. A challenging economic 

environment could put additional pressure on the effective recovery of international tourism. Surge 

in oil prices, increase in inflation, potential rise in interest rates, high debt volumes and the continued 

disruption in supply chains would further aggravate the situation. But, the ongoing tourism recovery 

in many markets, mostly in Europe and the Americas, coupled with the widespread vaccination 

rollout and a major coordinated lifting of travel restrictions, could help to restore consumer 

confidence and accelerate the recovery of international tourism in 2022. 

 

The recovery of the tourism sector is not merely dependent on international tourism, domestic tourism 

can also play an important role, especially in countries like India. According to experts, domestic 

tourism and travel to destinations close to home can also give a major shot in the arms to this sector. 

The thrust should be on open-air activities, nature-based products and rural tourism. These are the 

major travel trends that will continue shaping tourism in 2022. 

 

In India, the scene has been far from encouraging as far as the travel and tourism sector is concerned 

in the pandemic period. In 2020, approximately 6.33 million international tourists and non-resident 

Indians arrived in India, down from about 18 million in 2019. In April of 2020 when India was reeling 
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under the impact of a nationwide lockdown, tourist arrivals in the country reached a record low of 

2820. In December 2021, the tourist arrivals in the country reached the figure of 303799 (trading 

economics.com). 

 

The tourism sector in India is estimated to have directly contributed 2.7% to the GDP and 6.7% to 

the employment of the country in 2019-20. According to the National Council of Applied Economic 

Research (NCAER)’s study published in September 2021; a significant number of jobs were lost in 

the tourism sector since the lockdown in early 2020. The study estimated that 14.5 million jobs were 

lost during the first quarter of 2020-21, 5.2 million during the second quarter and 1.8 million jobs 

were lost during the third quarter as compared to an estimated 34.8 million (direct) jobs in 2019-20. 

This is attributed to the decline in the number of tourists, both domestic and foreign. 

 

Going by the data accessed from the Ministry of Tourism’s website, it is noted that Foreign Tourists 

Arrivals (FTA) in 2020 is lowest since 2003. In 2020, the FTA dropped to 27.4 lakhs, a decrease of 

almost 75% as compared to 2019, when it recorded a high of 109.3 lakhs, the highest in the last three 

decades. In 2021, the FTA is at 11.08 lakhs according to the provisional data for 11 months upto 

November 2021. There was optimism all around that figure might gradually pick up but with the 

spread of the Omicron variant of the corona virus in December 2021, these hopes were dashed. In the 

wake of the spread of this new variant, travel restrictions were once again imposed globally and the 

fallout in our country was calamitous. 

 

Since March 2020, the trend in month-wise FTA has also witnessed a sharp drop. In March 2020, the 

FTA dropped to one-third, from 9.78 lakhs in2019 to 3.28 lakhs in 2020. At the same time, in the 

months of April, May and June when the average FTA in each month was over 7 lakhs in 2019, there 

was less than 5000 FTA in April and May 2020, and less than 10,000 FTA in June. This was when 

the nationwide lockdown was at its peak and severe travel restrictions were imposed. 

 

Since April 2020, the FTA in a month crossed one lakh for the first time in March 2021 after almost 

a year. However, the second wave of the pandemic resulted in a drop in FTA between April and June 

2021. Since then, the FTA has been increasing and crossed 2.5 lakhs in November 2021. The Indian 

government has eased the international travel restrictions since October 2021 which may have 

resulted in this increase. From October 15, 2021, the Home Ministry began granting fresh Tourist 

Visas to foreigners coming to India through chartered flights. Since November 15, 2021, the grant of 

visas was extended to those entering India through other flights as well. But the new Omicron variant 

might undo the gradual increase in FTA witnessed during September and November 2021. 

 

India’s Foreign Exchange Earnings (FEE) from Tourism also dropped considerably with the start of 
the pandemic. The FEE from tourism in India in 2020 was Rs 50,136 crores. The FEE in 2020 was 

less than 1/4th of the same in 2019. 

 

The pandemic has thus been a major setback for the tourism industry worldwide and in India. Years 

of progress and investment in the sector seem to have been undone in the last two years. There is no 

doubt that it will take at least another two to three years for this sector to recover, provided there are 

no more restrictions by countries around the world. 
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The Indian Government has told parliament that it has initiated measures to give a boost to the sector, 

considering this sector is the worst hit by the pandemic, impacting all its geographical segments – 

inbound, outbound and domestic and almost all tourist verticals – leisure, adventure, heritage, cruise, 

corporate and niche segment. The government is actively encouraging domestic tourism. The 

government has also announced financial support for Travel and Tourism Stakeholders (TTS) and 

Registered Tourist Guides under which over 11,000 registered tourist guides and other tourism and 

travel stakeholders will receive financial support in the form of loans from various nationalized and 

private banks. The government has also announced a scheme for free visas to the first 5 lakh tourists. 

Finally, one should also take into account the fact that tourism is a major sector which employs many 

women and young people, especially in developing countries like India. So, to mitigate the crisis 

generated by the pandemic in this sector, the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 

(UNCTAD) has come out with a report in June 2021. This report recommended formulation of 

policies considering the following dimensions (Pavithra, K.M. 2021) 

o *Confidence of travellers should be restored, and vaccination plays a significant role to ensure 

this. 

o *Socio-economic impact on the livelihoods of those involved in the sector must be mitigated. 

o *Long-term implications of the pandemic need to be considered. 

 

4. IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON THE AVIATION SECTOR 

The impact of COVID-19 was not only evident in the hospitality and tourism sector but also in the 

airline and transport sectors. The aviation sector has been particularly hard hit. Before the COVID-

19 pandemic, top tourist destinations faced so many visitors that the situation of over-tourism had 

occurred. The tourism and hospitality sector were affected by the onset of COVID-19 as domestic 

and international visitors began cancelling scheduled trips. With the progression of COVID-19, 

almost all countries started restrictions on their borders crossing as part of response to the challenges 

posed by the pandemic. The staff of airlines and transport companies across the globe have been 

asked to take paid or unpaid leave as well as to accept reduced wages. As the pandemic rose to its 

peak, nearly 30 airlines, including German Airways and Thai Airways have filed for bankruptcy. 

Many careers such as Indigo and Emirates had to cut salaries and dismiss the services of their 

employees (The Indian Express, 2020). In 2020, the airline revenue worldwide is down by 44%. (The 

Economic Times, 2020). 

 

It would not be an exaggeration to say that the COVID-19 pandemic is estimated to have caused the 

largest global recession since the severe worldwide economic depression in the 1930s, known in 

History as The Great Depression, with millions of people falling into extreme poverty. 

 

Across all industries, the aviation sector is probably among the hardest hit. If one makes a comparison 

in terms of reduction in the number of flights worldwide in 2020 with the figures in 2019, and analyses 

the data month wise, it can be clearly noted that from February 2020 there was rapid decline. In 

February 2020 there was a reduction of 7.8%, in March 14.5%, in April 65.9%, in May 68.9%, in 

June 64.1%, in July 53.8%, in August 48.3%, in September 47.5%, in October 46.4% and in 
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November 46% when compared to the corresponding figure in the year 2019. (Data source: 

https://www.oag.com/coronavirus-airline-schedule-data). 

 

Given the gradual public awareness that air transportation is instrumental as a medium for the spread 

of COVID-19, between March 2020 and May 2020, airlines began to implement a wide range of 

flight suspensions. Flight suspensions, initially, had a strong impact on the number of international 

and domestic flights, equally. May 2020 can probably be considered the month with the least number 

of flights in the recent history of aviation. Afterwards, many airlines began to re-open domestic flights 

– mainly due to initial successes in fighting the first wave of the pandemic and also due to the starting 

summer (vacation) season in the Northern hemisphere. 

 

In the long run, the impact of COVID-19 on the global air transport system seems to be more profound 

on the international market. (Sun and Zhang 2021). Such a shift from international to domestic 

transportation brings challenges to airlines, particularly regarding aircraft usage, which can make the 

aircraft fleet a decisive factor for airline survival (Sun and Zhang 2021). 

 

Cargo flights were not affected significantly, given the need to transport medical equipment and other 

critical goods across borders. Consequently, the global networks of FedEx and DHL seem to have 

survived the pandemic rather unaffected. 

 

In any study of the impact of COVID-19 on the aviation sector one has to be extremely cautious. 

Most of the studies rely on the number of flights rather than the actual number of passengers on board. 

(i.e., the load factor). In fact, it has been reported that some airlines were flying empty aircraft, in 

order to not lose their slots at airports which suffered from slot constraints. The off-schedule flights 

for conducting take-home missions of people stranded in other international destinations often had a 

load factor close to 100%. (Sun and Zhang 2021). Accordingly, the analysis based on the number of 

flights alone has limited room for interpretation for fully understanding the effects of COVID-19 on 

air transportation as a system (Sun and Zhang 2021). 

 

But whatever methods of analysis may be used there can be no denying the fact that COVID-19 

pandemic has posed a tremendous challenge to the aviation sector. The issue of airline finances is a 

matter of particular concern. Airlines have a particularly high capital cost, e.g., the typical airline has 

cash to cover only around two months of revenue loss (International Air Transport Association 2020) 

so airlines face high risk of survival in the COVID-19 period. 

 

For governments there are two major reasons for making an airline survive: the preservation of 

essential connectivity and preventing unemployment by protecting millions of jobs in directly and 

indirectly affected industries. This kind of support is given to selected national operators in each 

country, which often enjoyed preferential treatment before COVID-19. While these motivations seem 

reasonable for each individual government, given that aviation is seen as a key strategic sector, they 

lead to trouble in the global context – the magnitude, skewed distribution, and different types of 

financial aid, lead to concerns regarding the competition between airlines; which will have long-term 

effects on the international air transportation market in the future (Sun and Zhang 2021). 
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The airline industry is always fast to request a bailout. But these bailouts often prove more harmful. 

A case in point was our very own national career, Air India. Some studies suggest that letting airlines 

go through bankruptcy is a better option. In pre-COVID-19 times, airlines might have secured 

financial aids from the private sectors (banks or investors); yet, throughout COVID-19, these private 

investors have become extremely cautious, due to the uncertainty of the economic future of aviation 

(Sun and Zhang 2021). So, the only option left for airlines is to seek government grants in the form 

of direct wage subsidies, tax relief, loans, etc. 

 

The post COVID-19 era may see certain new developments in the aviation sector in the form of 

emergence of super long –haul flights and reducing hub operations. Travel bubbles are also very 

much an option in the future of aviation. In September 2020, Japan announced plans to create a travel 

bubble with five other Asian countries (Cambodia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar and Taiwan. This 

concept of travel bubble was first carried out by three Baltic states -Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. 

With the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent nationwide lockdowns upending the tourism and 

hospitality industries, governments all over the world started establishing travel bubbles (air bubbles 

or corona corridors) between countries, allowing citizens to travel freely between specified nations 

without having the need to undergo on-arrival quarantine (The Indian Express, August 11, 2020). 

 

India had such an arrangement with the US, the UK, Germany, France and Kuwait in the months 

following the start of the pandemic and there were no commercial flights on these routes. The air 

bubble agreement was applicable with 10 countries, which included Afghanistan, Bahrain, Qatar, 

UAE, Maldives, not to mention, the US, the UK, Germany and France, till September 13, 2020 

(Ministry of Civil Aviation, Government of India). 

 

With the emergence of the third wave in the country, triggered by the Omicron variant of the corona 

virus, India had suspended all scheduled international passenger flights till January 31, 2021. The 

Indian government also finalized an air bubble agreement with Saudia Arabia which came into 

operation from January 1, 2022. India had entered into air bubble agreement with 35 countries. These 

include: Afghanistan, Australia, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Canada, Ethiopia, Finland, France, 

Germany, Iraq, Japan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Kuwait, Maldives, Mauritius, Nepal, Netherlands, 

Nigeria, Oman, Qatar, Russia, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, Seychelles, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Switzerland, 

Tanzania, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates (UAE), United Kingdom (UK), United States of America 

(USA) and Uzbekistan (Livemint 2021). 

 

In January 2022, an average of 50,000 passengers departed India on a daily basis, while 36,000 

arrived. All of this was on the 300 or so flights operated in the international sector, either under an 

air bubble agreement or the Vande Bharat Mission (Joshi 2022). The Vande Bharat Mission was a 

mission initiated by the Indian government to get Indians back from across the world in the pandemic 

period. 

 

But the air bubble arrangement also had its fair share of criticism as under this system only those 

countries that the government has chosen to sign “air travel bubble” agreements with are able to run 

flights, and even those are limited according to the government’s reciprocal agreements. In addition, 

the agreements are meant to be only “end to end”, i.e., not valid for onward travel to a third country, 
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meaning that travellers often have to break their journeys at multiple points to travel to a destination 

to which India doesn’t permit a direct flight (The Hindu, November 14, 2021). 

 

But all these makeshift arrangements have hardly benefited the Indian Aviation sector. The Indian 

airlines industry’s attempt to combat with COVID-19 and its after effects are undoubtedly daunting 

and can have a long-drawn impact. The sustainability and survival of airlines warrants for turnaround 

changes in their strategies and business model to strengthen their financial stamina. Overcapacity, 

intense competition and high operating cost are the major factors affecting airlines performance in a 

country like India. To overcome the present challenge of the pandemic crisis, optimal utilization of 

resources, cooperation rather than competition, and cost optimization seem to be the possible way 

outs for sustaining with commercially viable take-off on rough terrain (Agrawal 2021). 

 

Air cargo business despite of being a least preferred choice of airlines compared to passenger 

business, has an important role to play in the airline’s profitability. Accommodating the cargo 
business in the existing business model can be an effective step towards improved performance. In 

the present scenario where there has been a significant decline in passenger traffic, cargo business 

can be used as a rescue mechanism for cash-strapped airlines to somehow minimize their losses. 

Passenger aircrafts world over have opted for these business and Indian careers like Indigo and 

SpiceJet have also done the same. 

 

With a reduction in the Passenger Load Factor (PLF), the operational viability of airlines will be 

challenged. In the given situation, bailout package, particularly waivers of interest charges pertaining 

to lockdown period, reduced landing and parking charges, ATF taxes, seems essential for the stability 

of the sector (Agrawal 2021). 

 

Many airlines of our country may be moving towards insolvency as zero revenue coupled with 

spiralling fixed expenses, rising prices of aviation fuel have put a severe drain on the cash reserve of 

airlines. Thus, sustainability of airlines will be to a large extent dependent on their revenue strategies 

and operating models which should focus on minimizing losses rather than maximizing profit. The 

Low-Cost Careers can play a leading role here, and with travel picking up, especially in the domestic 

sector, the aviation sector may get the much-needed shot in the arms. This will generate a ray of hope 

in the days to come. 

 

The Indian government also has to be a key player to bring this ailing sector back to its feet. In fact, 

the recent acquisition of Air India by the Tata group is also, in a way, a step in the right direction. 

Leading private players are much better equipped to handle the hard-hit aviation sector. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The coming months may end the dark days of the hospitality, tourism and the aviation sector. Many 

epidemiologists are optimist that the corona virus is fast losing its sting. The Omicron variant of the 

virus was much milder compared to the earlier variants. A large majority of the global population is 

also fully vaccinated, especially in the developed countries of the world, not to mention that many of 
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them have also received the booster dose. In India 75% of the eligible population of the country is 

fully vaccinated and 95% of the eligible population has received at least one dose (according to data 

provided by the Government of India, February 16, 2022). India has also started the roll out of the 

precautionary dose for frontline workers and those above the age of 60 with co-morbidities. This has 

brought nearly the majority of the country under the protection of vaccine coverage thus considerably 

eliminating the threat of death or severe disease, leading to hospitalization or I.C.U. admission. This 

has freed our population from fear psychosis and they are once again picking up the threads of day-

to-day living. Desire for recreation and leisure activities have also increased. Consequently, the travel 

and tourism sectors along with the related hospitality and aviation sectors are expected to rise from 

the doldrums. If the Omicron variant indeed proves to be the tail end of the corona pandemic than 

world over there is cause for optimism. In the coming years with encouragement and sops from the 

government of the day, these important sectors, which are a part of the service industry, are bound to 

make a turnaround. 
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Abstract: The Covid-19 Pandemic has overwhelmed the entire world, and India also has borne the brunt of the 

same. The spread was so colossal that the World Health Organization (WHO) had to declare it as a Pandemic. The 

only way to control and defeat this mammoth Pandemic was to make people follow social distancing and also to 

restrain them from moving out just to avoid social connection. 

But in case of a society social distancing presents the dangers of increasing social rejection, and extreme 

individualism, and also a loss of sense of community. It prevents people from effective socialization which is a 

fundamental human need. 

 

These measures carried a strong psychological message which is a fear of others. The alarming rate of 

contamination and death from the virus contributed to establishing panic and even paranoia among many. But 

social interaction is supposed to be a basic human need such as food, shelter, sleep. If we cannot find ways to 

maintain physical and emotional connections, it may make people feel that being isolated and distance maintaining 

is safe, but this tendency is not desirable for a healthy society, such an atmosphere would make it more difficult to 

build social bonding and it could be the unfortunate future for next generation. 

 

Isolation, restricted movement and stay at home measures to control the spread of the infection have a particularly 

acute impact on women. The chances of women and their children being exposed to violence is dramatically 

increased, as family members spend more times in closed contacts and household stress intensified. 

 

Even in the 21st century crimes against women have been on the rise. This very truth is very much surprising and 

shameful at the same time. In a patriarchal society like India there is a dominating thought that men are superior 

and stronger than women. So, they have every right to oppress women through physical and verbal oppression one 

such oppression is Domestic Violence which makes a multiple rise with the implementation of Lock Down. The 

Covid-19 Lock every people in their home without considering their age, sex, cast, nation. 

 

But crime cannot persist in civilian society. Laws must be there to protect women from violence. This are 

Protection of Women from domestic violence Act 2005 and section 498A of the Indian penal code deals with the 

same issue. But the issue is glooming day by day because until unless we rectify our behaviour our attitude, our 

prospective towards women, it is not possible for any law o control the situation. Gender issue is somewhat 

neglected not only in India but also in the whole world and for that reason domestic violence is terrifying day by 

day. 

 

Keywords: COVID-19, Domestic violence, Feminism, Economic insecurity, Quarantine, 

Social isolation. 

 

1. Introduction 

Covid-19 has shaken the world by grasping innumerable lives worldwide since December 2019 and 

it is taking toll over the health sector. The concern regarding economic impacts of this pandemic 

followed from soaring unemployment and dwindling investments is taking the centre stage for the 

discussions. Amongst these mounting losses pertaining to the health and the economic sectors, 

MS.Jayati G., a renowned economist, is of opinion that more damage has been done to the economy 
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in only two days of lockdown than by demonetisation. Under this crude situation the urge to discuss 

gender inequality may raise the eyebrows of the academicians. They may opine that Gender is given 

a side issue in pandemic situation. The truth, however is that women constitute almost half of the 

nation’s population but still apparently the deteriorating condition of the women is not so explicit like 

the death tolls and economic losses which catch our attention in numerical values. This article is 

dedicated to the women who are facing and also struggling with domestic violence, amidst the 

lockdown in the face of the pandemic. 

 

2. Background of COVID-19: 
Coronavirus is a large family of Viruses belonging to SARS category that causes illness akin to the 

pneumonia symptoms. In December 2019, the disease was discovered in Wuhan, China and had since 

spread around the world causing an unprecedented health crisis due to its highly contagious nature. 

When China placed a series of cities under lockdown in January to blunt the spread of COVID-19 

experts wanted those other countries may not be able to implement the same policies but over the past 

few weeks cities, states and countries around the world have similarly restricted people’s movement 
in order to stop the spread of the virus. 

 

Nowadays countries around the world try to slow the spread of COVID 19 with Lockdowns, 

quarantines and stay at home orders, beside these measures, travelling restrictions are also 

implemented. Amongst this situation the people may think their life within a cage. But one thing to 

remember here is that COVID-19 has not been produced in a vacuum. It is part of our world now. A 

World that rests on imbalanced socio-political-economic structures which amplify the impact of 

COVID-19 crisis especially the most vulnerable group. IN case of women who are just spreading 

their wings in another sky. Whatever be their nature of job the existence of another sky makes them 

proud, confident. But under the lockdown system all of them are staying at home within the four walls 

with all the family members and children. 

 

3. The year 2020 

The year 2020 marked 110 years of International Women’s Day celebration. This year was supposed 

to be a turning point. A New Beginning for century's long struggle. It was also 25th year of Beijing 

platform which proclaims to bring gender equality. Instead, Feminism has been locked down and the 

progress of achieving gender equality seems to be slowing down. The Pandemic has been declared a 

disaster for gender justice. 

 

Another sphere, in which its impact will be most felt that of marriage, family and the household. 

Today in spite of the double burden women prefer to do a job because that will also enable them to 

find another space. But during COVID as they have to stay in home, it becomes incredibly difficult 

situation for them. In the one hand, it is not safe for them to leave the house and it is not safe to stay 

in the house. But previously we are accustomed with the popular saying like ‘Home sweet home’. 
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With this lockdown this “me space” has collapsed. As couples are working from home and spending 
days with all together, facing most people into prolonged home confinement those with abusive 

partners and family members face a great danger of domestic violence. 

 

Domestic violence is an indoor crime which usually happens in an intimate relationship such as 

dating, marriage, cohabitation or a familial relationship and hence it is also termed as intimate partner 

violence. In India 70% of women are victims of domestic violence. According to World Health 

Organization one in every three women across the globe experience physical and sexual violence in 

their lifetime, and at least 30 percent of all women in relationship have experience physical or sexual 

violence by their partners. Across the world, more specifically in India the instances of domestic 

violence of women and children have increased by 100 percent. The increasing amount of time spent 

at home on account of the crisis have further worsened the situation which is explained in detail in 

the following sections. Firstly the link between Economic insecurity and poverty related stress. It is 

true that economic insecurity was there but from March 2020 onwards the prevalence of anxiety and 

depression increased. Stress unresolved often results in violence. 

 

Secondly the link between quarantine and social isolation. These are mainly the results of Covid -19 

protocol which emphasize on social distancing but the basis of any Healthy relationship is close 

relationship.  Quarantine is the case when like isolation the infected person have to separate 

themselves from healthy individuals around them. Self isolation and quarantine increase the physical 

space between them to slow or prevent the spread of virus. The immediate effect of this social 

isolation is the feeling of Lonely which also results in Domestic Violence. 

 

Increasing Domestic Violence is also accompanied with another factor that is reduced health service 

activities. All the health care professionals and physicians are well aware of the fact that the sufferer 

of Domestic Violence needs firstly proper medical attention. At the same time, they are also aware 

of the fact that they may face police complications if the situation demands. For this reason, generally 

everybody including the health professionals try to avoid the case of Domestic violence so there is a 

frail link between domestic violence cases and medical assistance. 

 

Next another reason for the rising trend of Domestic Violence is the inability of women to move from 

the situation because on account of Lockdown they have to confine themselves within the four walls 

and this incident made the situation more worse. 

 

Last but not the least there is a direct link between Covid -19 related lockdown and the spread of 

Virus. While Covid -19 related lockdown may have decreased the spread of a deadly virus but they 

appeared to have created an ideal environment for increase of Domestic Violence. Extra stress in the 

Covid -19 Pandemic caused by less income make a silent epidemic of intimate partner violence. 

 

4. Depicting the COVID 19 crisis: The Rise of Intimate Terrorism 

The COVID-19 has become one of the world’s most famous pandemic, it is a profound shock for our 
societies and economies, and also for the womenfolk as they are at the central of the social system, 
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but there is also a shadow pandemic which is playing an important role in the form of gender 

discrimination, gender violence etc. Even in normal times, one in three women around the world have 

suffered domestic violence and 38 percent of all murders of women are committed by intimate 

partner. With confinement we have seen an increase of more than 30 percent in calls to helplines in 

some countries as lockdown for 4billion.people build pressure. The lockdown trend post COVID 19 

has further aggravated the crisis. In the popular Newspaper THE INDIAN EXPRESS the news 

headline goes like this ‘A New COVID-19 crisis is Domestic abuse rises world-wide’. The 

mounting data suggests that domestic abuse is acting like an opportunistic infection flourishing in the 

conditions created by Pandemic. 

 

A new phrase arrived like Lockdown an Intimate Terrorism. It is perpetrated all over the world as 

a follow up to the lockdown mandate. The women and children have no other way but to bear with 

the situation. From Bazile to Germany, from Italy to China it has been spread like fire. The whole 

world is now flowing with the pandemic of COVID 19 and the Shadow pandemic of Domestic 

Violence. In Spain, the emergency number of domestic violence received 18% more calls in the first 

two weeks of the lockdown phase. Such is the case with other European countries also. 

 

Apart from its Patriarchal background, the reason for this upsurge in India happens firstly with sharing 

of small space. Now a days we believe in Personal space, personal identity, under this ambiance all 

the members in the same periphery makes it very much difficult to bear with. With the space problem 

there is also an issue of insecurity like loss of job, reduced income, limited resources all these factors 

make the problem doubly compound. To release the frustration usually we try it with the soft targets 

because it is easy to hit them. Last but not the least in addition to adult victims of family violence 

children and pet are also there. 

 

In addition to physical violence, common tools of abusive relationship include isolation from friends, 

family and employment constant surveillance, strict detailed rules of behaviour etc. 

 

Even though statistics shows that COVID-19 affects men more than women. Yet through increased 

abuse in the short run and systematic economic discrimination in the long run, women will bear a 

higher cost on their health as well as in their economic independence. 

 

According to the Medical news today there are currently no official figures in medicating the effect 

of Covid-19 and Domestic Violence. But still it has been found that before the Pandemic, survivors 

were often able to escape violent situations by going to a shelter which is now absolutely impossible. 

So, they have to stay at home, do all the household duties and besides they are subjugated to mental 

anguish and heightened coercion and control tactics all of which effect their health and mental peace 

also. One important point to note here is that according to Vegans in the journal of Medical News 

today that stress, job loss and other Covid-19 pressure do not cause abuse. 

 

Domestic violence is a pattern of power and control not just an individual act of physical violence. 

Experts suggest, “Violence gets amplified in relationships where there is a clear power dynamic. 

Unequal relationship exists whenever patriarchy and hierarchy kick in” says Ranjana Kumari, director 

for the centre of Social Research. In the current environment, the collateral damage of the epidemic 
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seems higher than the damage caused by the epidemic itself. In developing country like India, which 

is characterized by patriarchal society, the pandemic has clearly worsened the already existing 

inequality amidst the lockdown. In case of India, at the time of COVID-19 when women were already 

shouldering higher proportions of the domestic burden during lockdown but are also facing domestic 

violence at the backdoor. It is a very burning issue here that since mid-March the U.S National 

Domestic Violence Hotline has received over 2,000 calls from Individuals citing the Corona Virus 

lockdown as a factor in their abuse “Because of the lockdown women are not able to reach out to the 
police at the same time they do not even want to go down to the police station because they are afraid 

that once their husband comes out of the police station he will again torture her and she cannot even 

move out due to COVID-19 lockdown. A detailed study by Ms. Radha Iyengar at Harvard University 

reveals that punitive action in case of domestic violence have worsened the situation and actually 

increased partner homicide. 

 

Women fail to take into use the existing laws such as Domestic violence act of 2005 or Criminal 

Amendment Act 2013 to report the cases of abuse because of the fear of being stigmatized, and now 

in this pandemic environment the collateral damage of the epidemic seems higher than the damage 

caused by the epidemic itself. Everyone is at home due to the lockdown and women are scared to 

reach out for her. 

 

Thus, given the situation if we analyse further the vicious circle of domestic violence once the tension 

will get high. The fact is that Violence against women is a violation of basic human right. It is 

shameful for the states that fail to prevent it and in fact perpetuate it. It must be eliminated through 

political movement and by legal and civil action in all sectors of society. 

 

Moreover, With the lockdown while most urban professionals are working from home perhaps with 

reduced work expectation, women’s labour has increased as they are expected to do the double role 
all the times. 

 

To make matters worse, the lockdown also cuts down the most of the formal and informal support 

system for women. In developing countries women often have one smartphone owned by the 

husband. In fact, according to the report of UNO every 29 women out of 100 have access to Internet 

in India. The situation become much more worse when there are constant patrolling of their private 

talk or in private matter. Besides, the COVID-19 also curtails many women's jobs because they may 

regard as secondary bread winner of the family. In Developing economies like India, informal works 

makes up to 70 percent of women’s employment and the informal jobs are the first to disappear in 
times of economic uncertainty. In fact, new research shows that the sectors that have been most 

affected by the COVID-19 crisis so far are those with high levels of women workers. Employment is 

not simply a marker of money but also crucial to their mental health. 
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5. COVID-19, however, is not the first pandemic which brought women’s 
vulnerable condition to the fore 

In the famous journal the Lancet, it has been written that unfortunately, we are not aware of any 

gender analysis as the outbreak by global health crisis but to recognize that the disease outbreaks 

affect men and women differently is a fundamental step to understanding the primary and secondary 

effects of health emergency on different individuals and communities, and for creating effective 

equitable policies and interventions. 

 

During the Zika virus outbreak, there was a difference in power between men and women. The women 

did not have any autonomy over their sexual and reproductive lives which was compounded by their 

inadequate access to health care. Besides the burden of insufficient financial resources inhibit them 

to travel to hospitals for check-ups, and also for their children, despite doing most of the community 

vector control activities. 

 

In this context we can mention one of the opinion piece which was co-signed by Martin Chungong 

chair of the IGC global board and Secretary General of the Inter parliamentary Union, and the 

International Gender champions in his opinion in times of crisis gender equality is a goal that is often 

temporarily put on hold. Gendered Dimensions tend to be regarded as secondary but this is not correct. 

The Ebola outbreak in 2014, Zika in 2015-16, SARS, Swine flu, and bird flu all had deep and long-

lasting negative effects on Gender equality. Most of the Experts in this context are of opinion that 

COVID -19 pandemic must be gender sensitive and responsive We must not overlook the women and 

children as the fragile groups, whose needs can be overlooked. WHO is committed to using a gender 

lens to continuously evaluate and improve their response efforts. 

 

6. The Issue of Gender and Long-term strategy regarding Health System and 
Domestic Violence. 
Though Gender is not an important concern especially in developing country like India but there is 

an urgent need to strengthen the health system of women. There have been a few impact studies based 

on gender but these have not translated into policy measure. But unless we learn how to deal with this 

crisis, we cannot frame policies that will benefit women. 

 

Taking into mind all these sufferings the WHO Executive Board made the decision to include women 

in decision making so that the Nation can have adequate women's voice in framing the National 

Gender policy. 

 

So, there are a few steps suggested here to bridge the gap and these are firstly it must ensure women’s 
participation in shaping policies and interventions. In case of Indian Women, it is mostly needed that 

they have to improve their immune system so that they can fight with any type of virus particularly 

with this COVID-19 and if they can make a sound health it is obvious, they can face any sort of 

calamity be it external or internal. But it is quite shocking to find that the gender impact is 

considerably neglected especially in India. In India and undoubtedly in many parts of the world 

women are generally at the front row like almost all nurses are women. They deal with COVID19 
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affected people but little thought has been given for them how to build their immunity, how to protect 

them but they are the first line of defence against the virus. 

 

In this context we can take an example of Kerala’s Health Minister K.K. Shailaja when she got, the 

news of the outbreak of coronavirus in Wuhan, CHINA. Since there were students from Kerala there, 

she immediately took the action for their return and testing. This saved the life of many a person from 

the Corona virus in time but Kerala is an exception. 

 

Thirdly, from now we must speak Publicly about the need to make home safe for all and highlight 

support services available to victims of domestic violence. Media also have the responsibility to 

ensure the voice of the women. Quarantine measures taken around the world will increase the stress 

and financial difficulties. 

 

It is time to consider women as a specific target group for awareness campaigns. Time to give them 

place for give their voice, make them an active agent in the Decision-making process and in this way, 

India will be gender sensitive. 

 

These steps will have long lasting Implication’s in framing the Gendered responsive policies. In fact, 
COVID-19 is also a chance to challenge harmful gender roles and response and it highlight the 

importance of keeping gender equality on the agenda of our own workplace. 

 

These are some initial thoughts to safeguard the soft targets of our society. 

 

We must convince the victim that she is not at all responsible for this violent situation. It is our 

Patriarchal system which is playing the most important role here. hidden truth is that the COVID19 

has a tremendous gendered impact in Indian society. Because in this society the prevailing notion is 

that man is supposed to be the main bread earner of the family. This notion decreases the rate of 

participation of women in the workforce and confine them in the domestic sphere. And the man on 

the other hand, start thinking that they are playing a far more pivotal role by earning money and they 

eventually end by demeaning the household work. This is in short, the bases of patriarchy in Indian 

society which multiplies in the lockdown period with the sentiments of insecurity aggression etc. We 

have to break this glass house with a strong fight. 

 

7. Laws Relating to Domestic Violence In India 

There are also some laws which deal with the issue of Domestic Violence in India and these are firstly 

The Protection of women from Domestic violence act of 2005 which aim to eliminate the deep-rooted 

social evils of domestic violence from Indian society. Under this law it is not necessary that only the 

wife shall be protected but it also includes the couple who are living in relationship or even a brother 

and sister living as a family. 

 

The Second law is section 498A which was introduced in 1983.It discusses cruelty by husband. It 

includes both the physical cruelty and mental cruelty also. The provision, further expressly talks about 
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suicide or even injury. Creating a situation driving the woman to commit suicide is also one of the 

ingredients of cruelty. This has had an impact on the suicide that used to take place further this law 

reduces the case of dowry. 

 

In short these are the legal protective shields for the women in Indian society. 

 

8. Conclusion Post-Covid Society 

In this article the phenomena of COVID-19, the Lockdown all these are described and lastly it focus 

on the topic that how COVID-19 had put shackles in Indian women eventually which led to Domestic 

Violence. 

 

Eventually, the lockdown will end and as per the forecast of World Economic forum a mental 

health crisis will just begin. In fact, as per the statistics cases of mental illness have increased by 

20% in India since the country went into lockdown. Moreover, the forecast goes on like this a new 

epidemic is emerging. According to the survey conducted by Indian Psychiatry society within a 

week of the start of lockdown the number of reported cases of mental illness in India rise by 20%. 

In the weeks and month ahead, India will suffer from a massive mental and health crisis due to 

unemployment. Economic hardship, economic hardship and domestic violence. While this will 

affect most of the population it will disproportionately affect the poor, most vulnerable and 

marginalized group. But problem cannot be the end. Some positive suggestions must be there in a 

society like India, where this vice is deeply embedded, awareness to prevent it must be developed 

from the grass root. Sensitization campaigns must be made. Platforms must be there where women 

can share their problems, their opinions and suggestions for a way out. 

 

In fact, the COVID 19 has some silver lining. If we can conqueror the virus, it teaches us to make a 

new look towards the family, towards our health system, change in attitude towards service towards 

education etc. So, we to adopt ourselves with the New me. 
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Abstract: The story of vaccines began with the long history of infectious diseases in human and the early 

use of smallpox material to provide immunity to it. Now they are our best hope of ending the Covid-19 

pandemic and returning the world to normalcy; to open up economies and send the children back to school. 

With co-operation between international organizations like World Health Organisation (WHO), Coalition 

for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI), etc., researchers around the world worked aggressively 

around the clock to develop a vaccine against SARS COV 2. By this fast-trackproduction, the time of 

vaccine development was reduced from 10 or15 years to nearly 1.5 years. Various platforms like RNA, 

DNA, non-replicating viral vector and inactive vaccines were looked at for the development of the Covid-

19 vaccine. Lead developers are distributed across 19 countries, those in the forefront being UK and US 

along with China, Russia, Sweden, Germany and India. Emergency used authorization or accelerated 

approval was granted by National Regulators of each country, in India, it was granted to Covishield and 

Covaxin. With the availability of the vaccine the next aspect that had to be dealt with was public hesitancy. 

Peoples’ confidence, conveniency and complacency had to be established in the vaccine. The most trusted 

source of information was provided by the international bodies (eg,WHO), by the national health 

authorities followed by the health care providers, structural awareness campaigns and through transparent 

information about the safety and efficacy to develop the vaccine acceptability. With the development of 

public trust, the next tremendous challenge is making enough of them for the world’s population. 
Multilateral initiatives such as COVAX, the strong international coordination and cooperation between 

vaccine developers, regulators, policy makers, funders, public health bodies and Government is required 

to ensure production in sufficient quantities and equitable distribution to all affected areas, particularly low 

resource regions. Lastly the ethical values need to be reconsidered, since the wealthy countries including 

Australia, Canada, US struck deals with manufacturers to provide their countries with doses more than 

enough for their population. The bidding wars over vaccines lead to inequitable distribution and ultimately 

fail to eliminate the risk of new outbreak. The pandemic is far from being completely tackled and all these 

need to be considered for a better future. 

 

Key Words: Covishield, Covaxin, CoWIN, Variants of Concern, vaccine policy 

 

1. Introduction 

The Corona virus (SARS-CoV-2) disease 2019 first identified in Wuhan China in December 

2019 spread quickly to become a global pandemic affecting 406 million as on 31st Jan 2022, 

with more than 57lakh death worldwide. The origin of Corona Virus can be traced back to 

SARS-CoV which caused severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) first reported from 

Guangdong Province in China in November 2002 (Zhao et al 2020). India is among the 3 

countries that have crossed the 5lakh death after US (9.1lakh) and Brazil (6.6lakh) though 

WHO’s estimate of Covid-related deaths for India is nearly 10 times higher than official 

records. Covid 19 has been assigned to severe acute respiratory syndrome corona virus 2 

(SARS-CoV-2) and the illness has caused a spectrum of clinical manifestations ranging from 

asymptomatic, minor flu like symptoms to acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) 
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pneumonia, multiple organ failure and eventually death in a short period of time. Risk factors 

that contribute to severity include age (65 and above) and general health status including those 

with hypertension, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and a weakened immune system. 

 

Besides the initial symptoms, long Covid, a term devised by patients to describe the lingering 

symptoms they experience well after an initial bout of COVID-19. The symptoms vary widely, 

but some of the most common are fatigue, shortness of breath, cognitive dysfunction (also 

called brain fog) and post-exertional malaise, in which even minor physical activity leads to 

lasting exhaustion. Between one-fifth and one-third of those with long COVID remain ill at 

least 12 weeks after a diagnosis of COVID-19, and a significant number continue to experience 

symptoms many months later. It has been reported in children and teenagers too (Nature 2022). 

 

Genome sequence analysis of SARS-CoV-2 showed 90% similarity between bat SL-

CoVZXC21 and bat SL-CoVZC45 suggesting it to be the most likely link between SARS-CoV-

2 and human (Lu et al. 2020). Person to person transmission occurred even before any 

symptoms developed. The infectiousness level of SARS-CoV-2 is much higher than other 

corona viruses probably due to rapid viral shedding which begins 2 to 3 days before appearance 

of symptoms, incubation time and binding strength to its receptor Angiotensin converting 

enzyme 2 (ACE2). The viral load decreases significantly after 8 days of developing the onset 

of symptoms. (He et al. 2020). Since individuals who are asymptomatic spread the virus and 

caused the pandemic within weeks, thus prevention precautions such as quarantine and 

isolation are difficult to achieve. This evidence leads to the belief that a vaccine is an extremely 

important goal to prevent future spread of this disease. To develop a safe and effective vaccine 

it is critical that pre-clinical and clinical trials are done with vigilance to avoid severe adverse 

effects. Co-operation between international organisations such as WHO, CEPI, GAVI, the 

vaccine Alliance and Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF) among others is essential to 

ensure adequate funding for vaccines and a collaborative response to the pandemic. Vaccine 

development has typically taken up to 10 to 15 years but with fast tracking it got reduced to 1- 

1.5 years thus potentially raising concerns over public acceptance as well as concerns regarding 

anti- vaxxers. (Sharma et al., 2020). 

 

So far, India has reported 42.4 million covid cases and more than 0.5 million deaths. India 

started vaccination on 16th January 2021, at the end of 278 days it had administered more than 

a billion jabs. From a sluggish start India massively ramped up the vaccination drive with more 

than 61000 public and private health facilities offering the jab. (BBC, April 2021) As of 3rd 

February 2022, India has administered over 1.68 billion doses overall including 1st and 2nd 

doses. Logistical problems and supply bottle necks, vaccine hesitancy and a debilitating 2nd 

wave of Covid 19 had made roll out harder. The country is also delivering vaccines by drone 

to far flung villages in North-East and to the eastern archipelago of Andamans and Nicobar. 

 

This review summarises the covid 19 vaccination development, outlines the efficacy of each 

vaccine, their potential limitations and coverage. The ethical concerns surrounding vaccines 

development and the challenges associated with the vaccine production and distribution and 

hesitancy. 
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2. How was it possible to develop and approve COVID-19 vaccines so 

rapidly? 

Several factors contributed to the speed with which successful COVID-19 vaccine candidates 

were able to be developed and tested. These include: 

o SARS-CoV-2 is genetically close to various other coronaviruses that have been the subject 

of previous investigation in the past decade, so vaccine R&D did not start from a zero base, 

even for the newer technological platforms (e.g., mRNA and non-replicating viral vectors). 

o Development was facilitated by extensive knowledge gained with previous vaccines, 

coupled with unprecedented levels of engagement and collaboration among researchers 

internationally. 

o A large number of vaccine candidates have been and are continuing to be developed and 

tested in parallel, using a variety of different platforms, increasing the chances that one or 

more would prove successful. 

o Some vaccine candidates (and two of the products already authorised) rely on a novel 

messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) platform, which allows them to be developed, 

modified, and manufactured more rapidly than vaccines using traditional platforms. 

o Governments invested heavily both in R&D and in manufacturing capacity, the latter to 

enable the production of large quantities of vaccine before the results of the phase III trials 

were available, and in many cases potentially absorbing the full financial risks of R&D 

failure. 

o The scale and severity of COVID-19 underscored the urgency of vaccine 

o development. This drove intensive investment and faster development processes, via for 

example running trials in parallel that in other circumstances would be conducted 

sequentially and by combining trial phases I and II, to assess safety and immune responses. 

o The combination of the high prevalence of COVID-19 in many locations and rapid clinical 

trial recruitment accelerated the demonstration of efficacy in preventing symptomatic 

infection. 

 

Besides the use of emergency procedures, other factors that helped to accelerate the process of 

approval included: 

o National regulatory agencies engaging with COVID-19 vaccine developers, and supporting 

the research and development effort indirectly, in some cases by providing early scientific 

advice on the most appropriate study designs for generating robust data. 

o Regulatory review being expedited via a process known as “rolling review”, whereby 
developers submit tranches of data incrementally as they become available rather than 

waiting to assemble a complete dossier before submission. 

 

3. Vaccine development 

The 1st phase of vaccine development is an explanatory stage involving basic laboratory bench 

research and computational modelling to identify natural or synthetic antigens that can be used 
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as a vaccine candidate, which might help to prevent or treat a disease. The 2nd phase comprises 

pre-clinical studies which involve cell culture or tissue culture systems and trials on an animal 

model to assess the safety of the candidate vaccines and its immunogenicity. 

 

Once safety, immunogenicity and efficacy are demonstrated on animals, progress is made to 

human clinical trials which test for safety and immunogenicity in small groups than larger 

groups over 3 phases. 

 

Phase I Safety: this is the first stage where the vaccine is administered to humans, a small 

number of healthy and immunocompetent individuals are selected to primarily test for safety, 

appropriate dose and to check for secondary effects. 

 

Phase II Expanded safety: vaccine is given to hundreds of people split into different groups by 

demographics and again tested primarily for safety, appropriate dosage and interval between 

doses and check for secondary effect. 

 

Phase III Efficacy: large scale trial given to thousands of people to evaluate efficacy. 

 

Once the human clinical trials are completed and the safety and clinical efficacy has been 

determined then the vaccine will move for Review and Approval. (Sharma, 2021) (Fig 1) 

 

 
Fig 1. Flow chart showing traditional process of vaccine development. (Sharma, 2021) 

 

Review and Approval: Regulatory bodies like Food and Drug Administration (FDA) of the 

USA or European Medicine Agency in European Union (EU) must review the results from 

clinical trial and decide if the vaccine is fit to be approved. It may take 1 to 2 years, but vaccines 

may be approved for emergency use in a pandemic. India’s two vaccines, Covishield (the 

Oxford Astra Zeneca vaccine) and Covaxin (developed by Bharat Biotech in collaboration with 

the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) and National Institute of Virology (NIV) were 

under emergency used authorization, and they were given approval based on limited data from 

ongoing clinical trials, and the manufacturers had to submit safety and adverse events data to 

the regulator every 15 days. On 28th Jan 2022 the drug regulatory body, DCGI granted regular 
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marketing authorization to the two drugs for use in adults with certain conditions, but all 

vaccinations were to be recorded on the CoWIN platform. 

Manufacturing and post-marketing surveillance. This is done after the vaccine is marketed for 

public use and monitored for general effectiveness within the population. 

 

Since the clinical trials of the vaccines were produced by different companies at different 

locations on different populations, they cannot be compared directly for the relative efficacies 

due to variation in ethnicities as well as variants of the virus. Experts are of the opinion in this 

case a vaccine efficacy of 67% is enough to slow down the spread of the pandemic. On the 

other hand, vaccine efficacy is a poor indicator of transmissibility as asymptomatic people can 

be highly infectious. (Sharma, 2021) 

 

4. Various platforms for Covid -19 vaccine development 

Due to sharing of the SARS CoV2 genetic sequence data on January 10, 2020, by GISAID, 

leading global pharmaceutical companies, in turn, vocalized their commitment to produce 

vaccines for Covid-19 by Mar 19, 2020. After almost one year of that, somewhere in February 

2021, 66 pharmaceutical companies were found undertaking clinical research. Their valuable 

efforts brought them to different phases of the trials. Many Covid - 19 vaccines under the Phase 

III trials have claimed to demonstrate their efficacy up to 95% against the infection due to 

Covid - 19. However, some challenges are encountered by these candidate vaccines due to 

B.1.351(501Y.V20) (South Africa) and B.1.1.7 (United Kingdom) variants of Covid - 19 virus. 

 

The focus of these vaccines is the primary antigen of Covid - 19 that is the spike protein and 

its variants (Dai and Gao, 2021). Recently a few vaccines producing organizations, 

aggressively focusing on the mRNA (nucleoside-modified) & DNA technologies, viral vectors 

(non-replicating), proteomics (peptides and recombinant proteins), live attenuated viruses and 

inactivated viruses (Sharma, 2021). 

 

Among all the vaccines candidates, 11 got approved by at least one national regulatory 

authority and got ready to use by January 2021 in accordance with all the safety and efficacy 

criteria propounded by WHO and other authorities. These included two RNA vaccines (the 

Pfizer – BioNTech and the Moderna), four Inactivated Conventional vaccines (the BIBP – 

CorV, Covaxin, CoronaVac, & CoviVac), four Viral Vector vaccines (the Sputnik Vaccine, 

the Oxford – AstraZeneca vaccine, the Convidicea &the Johnson & Johnson vaccine), and 

Peptidevaccine-1 (the Epi Vac Corona). Based on priorities for the high-risk groups of infection 

and transmission, elderliness, healthcare workers, taskforce, distribution phase plans were 

devised and adopted by many countries to implement the vaccination program in parts. 
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Table 1: Various platforms for Covid 19 vaccine development (Sharma et al., 2020). 

 
 

A total of 11 billion Covid 19 vaccines doses were produced and delivered to countries globally 

in 2021, which is twice the volume of the total global vaccine market in the pre-Covid year 

2019 for routine immunisation. Sinovac and Sinopharm, the two inactivated Chinese vaccines, 

corner the largest volume (2.3 and 2.1billion doses) and India’s Serum Institute of India stood 
at 1.5 billion doses according to UNICEF’s year review. 
 

Inactivated Virus Vaccines: Certain virus particles grown in culture media are killed through 

either heat or radiation or chemicals or formaldehyde and used in these vaccines. Hence, these 

inactivated virus fragments can’t manifest as the disease but stimulate or trigger a systemic 
immune response (Barbara et al. 2014). Covaxin, India’s indigenous Covid - 19 vaccine by 

Bharat Biotech, is developed in collaboration with the Indian Council of Medical Research 

(ICMR) - National Institute of Virology (NIV). The vaccine is developed using Whole Virion 

Inactivated Vero Cell derived platform technology. Inactivated vaccines do not replicate and 

are therefore unlikely to revert and cause pathological effects (Bharat Biotech, 2021). 

Numerous vaccines for diseases such as Seasonal Influenza, Polio, Pertussis, Rabies, and 

Japanese Encephalitis use the same technology to develop inactivated vaccines with a safe 
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track record of > 300 million doses of supplies to date. It is a well-established and time-tested 

platform in the world of vaccine technology, though a weakened protection may result due to 

structural deformity in the immunological epitopes caused during inactivation (Chanda 2022). 

 

Live-attenuated Vaccines: produced by developing genetically weakened versions of the wild 

type virus. These weakened viruses replicate in the recipient to generate an immune response 

but do not cause disease. The virus is genetically modified or grown in an adverse condition so 

that the virulence is lose but creates a strong and lasting immune response. They hopefully 

stimulate both humoral and cellular immunity. This is used for Rota Virus vaccine, MMR 

vaccine, chicken pox vaccine, BCG vaccine against TB. But this may not be suitable for people 

whose immune system doesn’t work, as the weakened virus might cause disease in them. 
 

Recombinant protein vaccines: Like CORBEVAXTM, it’s a proven well-established platform. 

These are composed of viral proteins that have been expressed in one of various systems 

include insects, mammalian cells, yeast cells and plants. Recombinant Covid 19 vaccines in 

development include recombinant spike protein vaccines, recombinant receptor binding 

domain (RBD) vaccines and virus like particle vaccine. 

 

Adenovirus Vector Vaccines: These viral vector vaccines (non-replicating) use an adenovirus 

shell containing DNA as a vector that encodes for a spike protein of the Covid - 19 virus. These 

vectors in the vaccines, however, remain non-replicating, it means that they do not give rise to 

new viruses, but indeed only manufacture the antigen protein that provokes an immune 

response as the virus does. The Oxford- Astra Zeneca COVID -19 vaccine, codenamed AZD - 

1222 (sold under the brand names Covishield and Vaxzevria among others) vaccine also makes 

use of a viral vector made using a weakened strain of the common cold virus (adenovirus), 

which contains genetic material similar to that of SARS CoV 2. Upon administration, the 

body’s defences recognize the spike protein and prepare antibodies to evade out the infection. 
 

DNA based vaccines: It consists of plasmid DNA that contain mammalian expression 

promoters and the target gene, so that the target protein is expressed in the vaccine recipient. 

Large quantities of stable plasmid can be generated in Escherichia coli which is a major 

production advantage. But DNA vaccines are often of low immunogenicity and needs special 

delivery devices like electroporators and it must reach the nucleus to be transcribed into a 

mRNA to generate proteins to stimulate an immune response. DNA vaccine in combination 

with other vaccine as prime or booster dose increases the magnitude of humoral and cell 

mediated immune response (Chanda 2022). 

 

RNA based Vaccines: The technology used by the first vaccine for SARS COV 2 produced by 

Moderna, an American Company based in Cambridge Massachusetts. On introduction to a 

tissue, RNA in the vaccines act as a messenger RNA (mRNA) upon ribosomes of the cells to 

translate the proteins in sequence (forensic) which, in turn initiates adaptive immune response 

mechanism that induces a cognition to the body for identifying and destroying the incidental 

foreign bodies like pathogen or virus or cancer cells. However, nonetheless, in these messenger 

RNA, the nucleotides are highly prone to modify to achieve the target proteins production. The 
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delivery of the mRNA to the tissues is done through a coformulation of the molecules into nano 

particles made up of lipid that safeguard the mRNA in the vaccine while getting absorbed into 

the cells thus, the desirable immunological properties with an outstanding safety profile is 

achieved with the unmet flexibility of such genetic vaccines (Reichmuth et al. 2016). 

Moreover, the mRNA vaccines are capable of inducing a balanced immune response 

comprising both cellular and humoral immunity while not subject to MHC haplotype restriction 

according to in situ protein expression. Further, the foreign mRNA in vaccines seems to be an 

intrinsically safe vector as it carries a minimal and only transient genetic information that may 

not interact with the genome. Because any protein may be expressed from mRNA without the 

need to adjust the natural production process, mRNA vaccines also may offer a maximum 

flexibility with respect to development. Its low production cost is another advantage also. 

 

On January 28th 2021, the Indian drug regulatory authority, Central Drugs Standard Control 

Organisations approved two clinical trials to access intranasal vaccine against covid 19, BBV 

154 which scientists say is among the first to have shown promise that it might block both 

infection and transmission. The vaccine produced by India’s Bharat Biotech was developed by 

scientists at Washington University School of medicine, St Louis. The vaccine was developed 

by inserting a key protein which SARS CoV-2 uses to enter human cells- inside an adenovirus 

that causes common cold, after tweaking the virus to render it unable to cause illness. It has 

been observed in animal studies to induce immunity that protects both the upper and lower 

respiratory tracts from SARS-CoV-2. Intranasal vaccines are easier to administer in mass 

immunisation campaigns (Hassan et al 2020). 

 

5. Challenges due to newly emergent variant 

Several SARS-CoV-2 variants that are concerning for their potential for immune escape have 

been identified worldwide (Table 2). SARS-CoV-2 variant that meets the definition of a 

Variants of concern, identified to cause significant community transmission or multiple 

COVID-19 clusters, in multiple countries with increasing relative prevalence alongside 

increasing number of cases over time, or other apparent epidemiological impacts to suggest an 

emerging risk to global public health. Through a comparative assessment, it has been 

demonstrated to be associated with one or more of the following changes at a degree of global 

public health significance: 

o Increase in transmissibility or detrimental change in COVID-19 epidemiology, OR 

o Increase in virulence or change in clinical disease presentation, OR 

o Decrease in effectiveness of public health and social measures or available diagnostics, 

vaccines, therapeutics. 

 

WHO 

label  

Pango 

lineage 

GISAID 

clade 

Next strain 

clade 

Additional amino acid 

changes monitored 

Earliest 

documented 

samples 

Date of 

designation 

Alpha  B.1.1.7 GRY 20I (V1) +S:484K +S:452R United 

Kingdom, 

Sep-2020 

18-Dec-2020 
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Beta  B.1.351 GH/501Y.V2 20H (V2) +S:L18F South Africa, 

May-2020 

18-Dec-2020 

Gamma  P.1 GR/501Y.V3 20J (V3) +S:681H Brazil, 

Nov-2020 

11-Jan-2021 

Delta  B.1.617.2 G/478K.V1 21A, 21I, 

21J 

+S:417N 

+S:484K 

India, 

Oct-2020 

VOI: 4-Apr-

2021 

VOC: 11May-

2021 

Omicron  B.1.1.529 GRA 21K, 21L 

21M 

+S:R346K First reported from 

Botswana, 

Multiple countries, 

Nov-2021 

VUM: 24-Nov-

2021 

VOC: 26-Nov-

2021 

 

Table 2: Different variants of Covid 19. (WHO webpage) 

 

5.1 COVID-19 vaccine's effectiveness against Delta variant They are as 

follows: 

o Two doses of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine were 88% effective 2 weeks after the second 

dose. 

o Two doses of the AstraZeneca vaccine available in the UK were 60% effective. 

o Both vaccines are only 33% effective 3 weeks after the first dose. 

o India is using the Serum Institute of India's Covishield, (with a 12 – 16-week gap between 

two doses) Bharat Biotech's Covaxin (two doses 4-6 weeks apart) and Russian Sputnik V 

vaccine (single dose) for its inoculation drive. 

o For the first time, researchers have shown that such ‘mix and match’ regimens are highly 
effective at preventing COVID-19 — roughly matching or even exceeding the 

performance of mRNA vaccines.(Callaway 2021) 

 

The Omicron variant already detected in more than 15 countries, has more than 32 mutations 

in spike, it is using almost a different spike to engage ACE2 in the membrane of human cell. 

Beta had 3 mutations in the receptor-binding protein (RBD), delta variant had 2 while omicron 

has 15. Studies suggest Omicron has a replication advantage over the Delta variant and evades 

infection- and vaccine-induced humoral immunity to a greater extent than prior variants. 

Omicron appears to be associated with less severe disease than other variants, but this estimate 

is more uncertain. However, unpublished in vitro studies that suggest preferential replication 

of Omicron in nasal epithelial cells and bronchial tissue compared with Delta provide potential 

support for a transmission advantage for Omicron over Delta. A technical advisory group 

established by the WHO said on 11th January 2022, that current COVID-19 vaccines may need 

to be updated to ensure they are effective against new variants like Omicron. (WHO 2021) 

 

5.2 Role of booster vaccination 

Although COVID-19 vaccines remain effective in preventing severe disease recent data suggest 

their effectiveness at preventing infection or severe illness wanes over time, especially in 
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people ages 65 years and older. The recent emergence of the Omicron variant further 

emphasizes the importance of vaccination, boosters, and prevention efforts needed to protect 

against COVID-19. Data from clinical trials showed that a booster shot increased the immune 

response in trial participants who finished a Pfizer-BioNTech or Moderna primary series 6 

months earlier or who received a J&J/Janssen single-dose vaccine 2 months earlier. Any FDA-

approved or authorized COVID-19 vaccine (Pfizer-BioNTech, Moderna, or Janssen) can be 

used for booster dose, regardless of vaccine received for primary series. 

 

In India, the booster shot - dubbed a "precaution dose" by Prime Minister Narendra Modi - will 

be the same vaccine that was given to a person for their first and second doses which will began 

from January 10,2022, after 9 months from administering the 2nd dose. India has been mainly 

administering two locally manufactured vaccines, Covishield and Covaxin since its vaccination 

drive began in January 2021.India’s Bharat Biotech on January 12th, 2022 communicated that 
a booster shot of its Covaxin COVID-19 vaccine administered six months after the last of two 

doses neutralises both the Omicron and Delta variants of the coronavirus. The study was 

conducted at the Emory Vaccine Centre in Atlanta based on blood serum collected from 13 

individuals, 28 days after their booster shot. It was sponsored by Bharat Biotech's partner 

Ocugen Inc. 

 

Worldwide scientists have agreed that mRNA vaccines followed by a protein-based vaccine 

are the best boosters available. In UK, the government are offering Pfizer-BioNTech or 

Moderna vaccine as booster dose after two doses of the Oxford – AstraZeneca vaccine. Rather 

than focussing on a programme that gives an additional dose of the same vaccine that people 

have got before, this is the time for India to research and figure out which vaccines would work 

as the best boosters. mRNA vaccines are still not available in India. But Serum Institute is 

making a local version of Novavax called Covovax, a protein-based vaccine. 

 

6. The ethics of vaccine distribution 

With the introduction of seemingly safe and effective vaccines against the novel coronavirus, 

ethical debate has shifted to the question of what should be a fair and equitable way to distribute 

a limited supply of vaccines. The ethical framework prioritises frontline and essential workers, 

people at high risk of severe disease or death, and people at high risk of infection. Following 

are the main points for consideration. 

 

6.1 Vaccine distribution should be global 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, only a limited number of countries possess capacity to 

manufacture vaccines on their own against the virus. Mathematical analysis study for vaccine 

distribution showed, in the first scenario, a vaccine against the SARS-CoV-2 virus that is 80% 

effective became available in mid-March 2020 and was distributed to high-income nations first, 

with the result that 33% of deaths are averted; in the second, it was distributed to all countries 

proportional to their populations, resulting in 61% of deaths averted. If wealthier nations do 
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not join forces to help their global neighbours, our future world may resemble the first scenario. 

A purely pragmatic reason for framing the distribution of vaccines against the SARS-CoV-2 

virus at the global level is that governments from around the world, in partnership with 

philanthropic groups and consortiums, will be needed to bring a vaccine to market. Over the 

past decade, private companies have gradually retreated from investing in vaccines designed 

to combat emerging infectious diseases due to poor return on investment, a barrage of lawsuits 

and government control over pricing. Moreover, the sheer number of doses required to contain 

the novel coronavirus exceeds the capability of any single manufacturer or nation. Practically 

speaking, to reach the more than 8 billion people around the globe, we will need to enlist not 

only national governments, but scaled-up global governance bodies to ensure the necessary 

organisation, institutions, and tools to make and distribute a future vaccine effectively and 

efficiently to everyone who needs it. In addition to pragmatic considerations, we should 

distribute vaccines globally because during global health emergencies, national governments 

have cross-border responsibilities. Cross-border responsibilities can be defended even on 

narrowly nationalistic grounds since infectious diseases do not respect borders. Failing to 

contain the spread of disease anywhere potentially puts people everywhere at risk. For example, 

if it takes years before low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) gain access to vaccines, the 

SARS-CoV-2 virus could develop strains that render some vaccines ineffective, prolonging the 

pandemic. At a minimum, this suggests that prudent governments have self-interested reasons 

to release vaccines to other countries after vaccinating those within their borders (Jacker et al, 

2021). 

 

On 21 September 2020, 64% of the world’s population in more than 156 countries (including 
64 high-income nations) had joined COVAX, the international partnership that aims to 

distribute vaccines against the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Yet the Trump administration refused to 

join. According to a senior US government official, the US government believed it could opt 

out of global vaccine alliances, such as COVAX, because the US had enough coronavirus 

vaccine candidates in advanced clinical trials to succeed on its own. Across the globe, wealthy 

nations have secured more than 2 billion doses of potential future vaccines against the novel 

coronavirus using advance purchase agreements, which are legally binding contracts in which 

a government obtains priority access to potential future vaccines (Rauhala and Ysmeen, 2020). 

USA paid for twice of its population; UK paid for four times while Canada paid for five times 

of its population. 

 

In the USA, 80% of covid19 related deaths occurred among people aged 65 years and above. 

During pandemic, deficiencies at elder care facilities were reported across USA and Europe 

including inadequate deficiency in infection prevention, control and monitoring programmes. 

The critical point to notice is people at high risk of severe disease or death and those at high 

risk of infection tend to cluster disproportionately among the most disadvantaged subgroup 

within a population. One reason is the social determinants of health other include the adverse 

effects of systemic racism and historic injustices such as colonialism as was seen in the UK 

against the Black Asian and minority ethnic communities (BAME). The BAME community 

demonstrated higher rates of infection and more severe complications and death compared to 
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the general population. Liu et al claims that we ought to prioritise people in low-income 

countries because they generally lack the capacity to access treatment if they are critically ill. 

 

The 3rd ethical value guiding global vaccine distributions is the utilitarian value of saving the 

most lives. For example, during COVID 19 pandemic ventilators save more lives if distributed 

to younger healthy people, however, with vaccine the logic of saving the most is turned on its 

head. A final value guiding distribution is narrow social utility which indicates a person’s short-
term value to society during a public health crisis or other emergency. One such example is 

during WWII Penicillin was first given to soldiers who had contacted syphilis and could return 

to battle over soldiers who sustained war time injuries and could not return to battle. 

Safeguarding society’s essential function requires prioritising people who can perform 

essential function and they were the people who performs the task of fighting disease and 

saving lives. 

 

As on Jan 25th, 2022, more than 4.77 billion people worldwide have received a dose of a Covid- 

19 vaccine, equal to about 62.2 percent of the world population. This map shows the stark gap 

between vaccination programs in different countries (Fig 2). 

 

 
Figure 2: Share of vaccinated people 

 

Vaccination rates continue to lag in low-income countries, where only 10 percent of the 

population has received at least one dose of a vaccine. In high- and upper-middle-income 

countries, 78 percent of the population has received at least one dose. 

 

7. Covid 19 vaccine acceptance and hesitancy, enhancing private trust 

Vaccine hesitancy has become a major obstacle worldwide and WHO cited it as a top 10 global 

health threat in 2019. With covid 19 vaccines the accelerated nature of development led to 
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perceptions that corners are being cut regarding safety assessment and misinformation about 

SARS-COV-2 infection was responsible for this hesitancy (Julio and Shana 2021). Confidence, 

complacency, convenience, risk calculations and collective responsibility are the main drives 

for vaccine hesitancy. 

 

In the first part of 2020, our own doctors were a bit cautious regarding the efficacy of the swiftly 

developed vaccine, but once they got convinced and were the first to get vaccinated, people 

started to trust. Doctors and front-line health workers interacted, identified concerns, educated 

patients on vaccine benefits and risks and dealt with misconceptions. Messages on posters, 

billboards, digital billboards at important locations highlighting vaccine efficacy and safety 

delivery were very effective for addressing any remaining hesitancy. The highest positive 

response came from China, South Korea and Singapore whereas the lowest was from Russia 

(30.4%). It was shown the acceptance rate was higher in low-middle income countries 

compared to high income countries (Machingaidze and Wiysonge, 2021). India’s vaccine drive 

is one of the largest and the fastest ever, the main reasons being our proactive government’s 
strong political will shown from top to bottom, high power committees were set up in 2020 to 

charter road maps for vaccine R&D, manufacturing and phased delivery. India’s Universal 
Immunisation programme is apparently one of world’s most extensive public health 
programme. Consistent investments were made over the year to build a robust health system 

and deliver health servers to the remotest locations of the country. It is incredible that 150 

crores of vaccines were deployed in a record period in India. 

 

To maintain public trust in vaccines it is important that full transparency in all aspects of 

vaccine development is available. Another concern is that when clinical trials are being done 

on comparatively small groups of people and fast-tracked from one phase to the next there is a 

risk of masking side effects that could be detected if tested on a larger population. It is also 

important to consider the demographic considerations in the design of clinical trials on different 

races, varying age groups and those with co-morbidities may lead to unforeseen outcomes. Post 

marketing surveillance is also of great importance as this will provide the necessary vigilance 

as to the effectiveness of the vaccine and its adverse effects. Even vaccines developed 

following the traditional timeline can be at risk as noted in Philippines where French Dengue 

Vaccine Dengvaxia was administered, and it resulted in over 500 deaths particularly in 

uninfected school going children. (Thomas and Yoon 2019). The situation behind acceptance 

and hesitancy is made more complex as new SARS COV2 variants emerge, it adds further to 

the complexity. Researchers and pharmaceutical should be as forthcoming as possible with 

data, acknowledging the uncertainties that remain. With the availability of smart phones access 

to internet and social media has increased worldwide, although it is a great tool for self-

education it is also an alarming source of misinformation and inconsistent complicated 

scientific information. Here comes the role of Government which should be transparent about 

the response programs and vaccine availability. Reporting of adverse events after immunisation 

is a key component of monitoring the implementation of vaccination programs. Misinformation 

from a Government authority, like ‘pandemic will end on May 16th, 2020’ was absurd and 
results in loss of faith in official narratives. 
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So, the following three findings have been identified: 

o Visibility: Strategies to improve vaccination efforts need consistent, clear and transparent 

messaging that directly addresses confusion and misinformation. 

o Relatability: Messengers are most effective when they are seen as part of the community, 

and the messages must convey the direct benefits of vaccination for individuals and their 

families. Encouraging people who receive the vaccine to share an update or involving 

community leaders in public health advocacy can increase the numbers of those willing to 

be vaccinated. 

o Equity: Messaging and implementation strategies must recognize and address social 

determinants of health, including reducing barriers to access. 

 

As on November 17, 2021, Adar Poonawalla of Serum Institute tweeted, ‘the vaccine industry 
has worked tirelessly to provide enough stocks for the nation. Today there are over 200 million 

doses available with states. I urge all adults to get vaccinated as soon as possible. Vaccine 

hesitancy is now the greatest threat in overcoming this pandemic’. But with the rise in omicron 
there has been a sharp fall in the vaccine hesitancy in our country. The scenario around the 

world is still interesting, each country trying to overcome this hesitancy in innovative ways. 

Singapore is now charging unjabbed patients for Covid treatment, on the grounds that they 

make up a sizeable majority of those who require intensive in-patient care and 

disproportionately contribute to the strain on our healthcare resources. In November 2021, 

Austria – which had one of western Europe’s lowest Covid vaccination rates – announced a 

“lockdown for the unvaccinated”: a stay-at-home order for those with no proof of 

immunisation, with fines of Euro 500 for those who defied it. Even that was apparently not 

enough; it is set to become the first EU country to make the jabs obligatory, as of February 

2022. In Germany, the new chancellor, Olaf Scholz, is also pushing to make vaccination 

mandatory, despite resistance from coalition partners. Italy has opted to make it mandatory for 

anyone over 50. Greece is pondering a similar move. In France, President Macron has vowed 

to “piss off” the unvaccinated by making their lives as difficult as possible: by banning them 

from cafés, restaurants, entertainment venues and long-distance transport. Many nations, from 

Canada to Ukraine, require all public sector workers to be vaccinated; in the US, all those 

employed by companies with more than 100 workers must have vaccines or recent tests. New 

Orleans even offered events in which health providers partnered with bars and restaurants to 

provide participants with a free drink along with their vaccine. During the panel, both mayors 

also endorsed programs in which professional sports teams offer special seating and discounted 

or free tickets to vaccinated individuals, as the Dodgers and the New York Mets and New York 

Yankees have done. 

 

In my concluding remarks I too state the obvious, we must learn to live cautiously with Covid. 

As a country I have no doubt that we have done the best in facing the pandemic even compared 

to the affluent West. Covid has changed, it’s like any other disease, doctors and nurses are 

returning to work in five days after testing positive. We must remember to stay with social 

distancing and masking up keeping in mind the possibility of further waves. As suggested by 

Dr Devi Shetty we should not go for mass testing but only when doctors advise, we should 

remove all lockdowns, school starting from kindergarten to higher education should open soon 
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with all the safety precautions. Hospitals should be encouraged to connect all beds to a central 

oxygen system, hospitals should equalise graduate and postgraduate seats in clinical areas and 

should start a nursing and paramedical school considering the great contribution of them during 

the pandemic. It’s also the time to address the livelihoods of millions of people who lost jobs, 

their life’s savings when their business closed. Its time our government presses the play button 
so that children can laugh and play once again in school and smile comes back on people’s 
face. 
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প্রবন্ধসার (Abstract): কবরানাভাইরাস। তিশ্ববজাড়া সংক্রমণ। কম-রিতশ প্রায় ২১৩তি রেশ রকাতভড-১৯’এ আক্রান্ত। মৃিয ুতমতিল। 

লকডাউন। এই সংতিপ্তসার রল ার সময় পৃতিিীবি রকাতভড আক্রাবন্তর সং ুা প্রায় ২৪ রকাতি মানযষ। মৃবির সং ুা ৫০ লবির তকিয 

কম। [তিশ্ব স্বাস্থ্ু সংস্থ্া, ১৯.১০.২১] গি চতিশ ঘণ্টায় আমাবের রেবশ রকাতভড আক্রাবন্তর সং ুা ১৭৫৬১ জন (রাবজু ৮৩৩ জন); 

রেবশ মৃবির সং ুা ১৬০ জন (রাবজু ১৪ জন)। [এই সময়, ২২.১০.২১] তিপর্যস্ত স্বাভাতিক জনজীিন। কলকার ানা, অতিস-আোলি, 

তশিা প্রতিষ্ঠান প্রায় িন্ধ। তশবপাৎপােন কবমবি। র্ানিাহন চলাচলও অিুন্ত কম। রসাশুাল তডসিুাতসং িজায় ররব  তভড় এড়াবনা হবে। 

মযব  মযব াশ। এক অতনতিি পতরতস্থ্তি। শারীতরক, সামাতজক, মানতসক, আতিযক সি তেক রিবক মানযষ রিহাল। 

 

লকডাউন ও পরিিযী সরকাতর তসদ্ধান্ত তিকাশশীল রেবশর আিয-সামাতজক িুিস্থ্ার ওপর গভীর প্রভাি রিবলবি। অিযনীতিতিেরা িলবিন, 

লকডাউবনর জনু পৃতিিীর সিযত্র আতিযক ভারসামু নষ্ট হবয়বি। রর্ সি রেবশর অিযনীতি পতরবষিা ও পর্যিন িুিসা-তনভযর, িাবের 

তজতডতপ িৃতদ্ধহার সি রচবয় রিতশ ধাক্কা  াবি। অনুতেবক, লকডাউবন েূষণ কবমবি। আকাশ সযনীল। িািাস তনমযল। নেীর জল স্বে। 

িনুপ্রাণীরা আবগ রর্ াবন রর্ি না, রস াবন স্বেবন্দ রঘারাবিরা কবরবি। 

 

রকাতভড সংক্রমবণর মবধুই রে া তেল ভয়ঙ্কর ঘূতণযঝড় আমিান। আমিাবনর িাণ্ডবি সযন্দরিবনর এক তিস্তীণয অঞ্চবলর মানযষ সমূ্পণয 

ধ্বস্ত। রিোঁবচ িাকার নূুনিম রসেিয কয ও িাবের রনই। প্রশাসতনক ত্রাণ প্রিমতেবক অপ্রতুল। আশার কিা, রিশ তকিয মানযষ এবের পাবশ 

োোঁড়াবলন। র্াোঁর র্া সামিযু িা তনবয়। একতেবক রকাতভড-১৯’এর মারণ-সংক্রমণ, অনুতেবক আমিাবনর িাণ্ডি – িড় অতস্থ্র এ’সমবয়র 

র্াপন-কাতহতনর তকিয িয কবরা িতির রকালাজ এই তমিায়িন রচনা। 

 

হঠাৎ মানিসভুিায় হাতজর হওয়া প্রাণঘািী এই ভাইরাবসর প্রািতমক আক্রমণ কাতিবয় ক্রমশ পৃতিিীর নানা রেশসহ ভারিিষযও পযরবনা 

রচনা িবন্দ তিরবি চাইবি। তকন্তু তিবশষজ্ঞরা িলবিন, আগামী রিশ তকিযতেন ভাইরাস ঘতিি এই অসয তি সবে তনবয়ই আমাবের চলবি 

হবি। আমাবের র্াপন আর আবগর মবিা হবি না। িাই এবক িলা হবে তনউ নমযাল। চলছে টিকাকরণ। এই তনউ নমযাল জীিনর্াত্রা 

রকমন হবি িা তনবয়ও তকন্তু চলবি নানান চচযা, গবিষণা, রর্মন - আমাবের অিযনীতি রকমন চলবি, আমাবের সামাতজক রর্াগাবর্াগ, 

সামাতজক িুিহার রকমন হবি, পাশাপাতশ আমাবের তনজস্ব জীিনর্াপন - তঠক কী কী করবল, কীভাবি চলবল আমরা এই কবরানাময় 

পৃতিিীবি কবরানাবক সবে তনবয় চলবি পারি, রিোঁবচ িাকবি পারি। 

 

অিীবিও িহুিার অতিমারী পৃতিিীবি প্রচয র মানযবষর প্রাণ তনবয়বি। রস তিিরণ ধরা আবি সাতহিু-ইতিহাবসর পািায়, চলতিবত্র। মারী 

তনবয় ঘর কবর িাবক জয়ও কবরবি মানযষ। িাই সিার মবন প্রশ্ন আর সি অতিমারীর মবিা এই কালবিলা কবি কীভাবি রশষ হবি! 

প্রশ্নিা সহজ। তকন্তু উত্তরিা? 
 

বীজশব্দঃ ককাটিড-১৯, লকডাউন, আমফান, ত্রাণ, টজটডটি, টনউ নমমাল। 
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১. মুখিাত 

কছরানািাইরাস এর সংক্রমছণ প্রায় ক ািা িৃটিবী। এখনও চলছে মৃতুুটমটেল। এই িাইরাস আরও যাছত েটিছয় না িছি 

তার জনু কবটশর িা  কেশ লকডাউছনর িছি ক েঁছিছে। লকডাউছন  াজাছরা টনয়ছমর ক ছরা। যা টেল না। নতুন 

যািনটবটি। শুরুছত  ােঁসফাস। িছর খাটনক কমছন কনওয়া। মাটনছয় কনওয়া। কী িাছব চলছব আ ামী টেনগুছলা? েুটিন্তা 

কয যায় না। লকডাউন ও িরবতমী সরকাটর টসদ্ধান্ত টবকাশশীল কেছশর আিম-সামাটজক বুবস্থার ওির  িীর প্রিাব 

কফছলছে। অিমনীটতটবেরা বলছেন, ককাটিড-১৯ লকডাউছনর জনু িৃটিবীর সবমত্র আটিমক িারসামু নষ্ট  ছয়ছে। এর ফছল 

টজটডটি (Gross Domestic Product) কবশ কছম যাছব।  ছবষকরা কেছখছেন কয, মাঝাটর মাছনর ককাটিড-১৯ এর 

প্রিাছব কেশ টবছশছষ টজটডটি বৃটদ্ধ ার ৩--৬% কনছম আসছব, টবছশষ কছর যাছের অিমনীটত িটরছষবা ও িযমিন বুবসা-

টনিমর। 

 

আটিমক টবিন্নতার এই প্রিাব কেখা টেছে িটরছবশ রক্ষার ওির। ইওছরাটিয়ান ইউটনয়ন (EU) তাছের সকল রকম 

জলবায়ু িটরবতমন সংক্রান্ত কমমসূটচ বন্ধ করছখটেল টব ত বেছর লকডাউছনর সময়। কচকছলািাটকয়া-র সরকারও 

ইওছরাটিয়ান ইউটনয়ন এর সমস্ত রকম জলবায়ু িটরবতমন সংক্রান্ত কমমসূটচ বন্ধ রাখার আওয়াজ তুছলটেল। ব্রাটজল এর 

Federal Environmental Agency তাছের িটরছবশ-টবটির কবশ টকেু টশটিল কছরটেল। এমনকী তাছের আমাজন 

বৃটষ্ট অরছণুর সংরক্ষছণর টবটিছতও োি টেছয়টেল। আর ককাছলর কেছলিাও জাছন, এ’সমস্ত কাজ িৃটিবী জুছি িটরছবশ 

ও বনুপ্রাণী সংরক্ষছণর কাজটিছকই আরও সংকছি কফছল। 

 

অটত আশংকার টবষয়, িৃটিবীর কবশ টকেু বনাঞ্চছল লকডাউছন টনটবমচাছর বৃক্ষছেেন ও বনুপ্রাণী  তুা কবছিছে। ব্রাটজল 

এর আমাজন অরছণু টব ত বেছরর প্রিম টতন মাছস ২০১৯ সাছলর প্রিম টতন মাছসর তুলনায় প্রায় ৫০% বৃক্ষছেেন 

কবটশ  ছয়ছে। United Nations World Tourism Organization জানাছে কয, লকডাউছনর ফছল টব ত বেছর 

িযমিন বুবসায় িয়ানক মন্দা ক ছে। বহু লক্ষ মানুষ জীটবকা  াটরছয়ছে। ফছল আটিকার জঙ্গছল কচারা টশকার কবশ 

কবছিছে। প্রকৃটত-িযমিন (ecotourism) কিছক কয রাজস্ব আসত, তা অছনকিাই কছম ক ছে এখাছন। লকডাউছন 

কুাছবাটডয়া-র স্থানীয় প্রকৃটত-িযমিন খুবই মার কখছয়ছে। ফছল এখানকার অটত টবিন্ন প্রাণীর তাটলকািুক্ত বৃ ৎ সারস 

িাটখর কচারা টশকার কবছিছে। িারছতর  া-লাছ ায়া বাংলাছেছশর সুন্দরবছন িযমিন কিছক বেছর কবশ িালরকম আয় 

 য়। টব ত বেছর লকডাউছন এই আয় অতুন্ত কছম আসায় এখানকার বাছের কচারা টশকার কবছিছে। একটি রয়ুাল 
কবঙ্গল িাই ার মারার জনু কচারাটশকারীরা প্রায় ৯.৬৩ লক্ষ িাকা ের টেছে। এত োছমর কারণ একিাই। খুব স ছজই 

বাছের কেছ র নানা অঙ্গ টবটক্র  ছয় যায়। লকডাউছন িৃটিবীর টবটিন্ন বনিূটম এবং বনিূটম লাছ ায়া অঞ্চছল প্রকৃটত-

িযমিন স  অনুানু বুবসায় মন্দা কেখা কেওয়ায় রুটি-রুটজছত িান িছিছে। ফছল কচারা টশকার এবং বনজ সম্পছের 

কচারা বুবসাই কসখানকার মানুছষর আছয়র লািজনক টবকল্প  ছয় উছেছে। অনুটেছক, লকডাউছনর ফছল িটরছবছশর 

সরাসটর টকেু উন্নটতও খাটল কচাছখই কেখা ক ছে। িারত, টচন স  িৃটিবীছত নানান কেছশর বাতাছসর গুণমান িাল 

 ছয়ছে। 
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লকডাউছন কলকারখানা, যানবা ন, অটফস-আোলত, টশক্ষা প্রটতষ্ঠান েীেমটেন বন্ধ রাখা  ছয়ছে। বহু মানুছষর কাজ 

ক ছে। কিাছলর িােঁজ ক্রমশ চওিা। ত্রাণ টবতকম।  ণমািুছম buzz word িটরযায়ী শ্রটমক। কযখাছন কযিুকু সবল টেল 

কুটিছয় বাটিছয় ক ািা ক রস্তাটল তুছল টনছয় েছর কফরার িালা। িছি অবণমনীয় কষ্ট। অিমা ার, বা অনা ার। এমনকী 

মৃতুুও। কবশ টকেু জায় ায় জুছিছে রাষ্ট্রীয় উোসীনতা, লাঞ্ছনা। আবার একই সছঙ্গ িাওনা কবশ টকেু মানটবক মুখ। যােঁরা 

কস্বোছসবী সংস্থার  ছয় বা এছকবাছরই টনছজছের অটত সীটমত সামিমু টনছয়ও টবিন্ন মানুছষর িাছশ সািুমছতা েুছি 

যাছেন আজও। এরকম অছনকই নাম-জানা সংস্থা বা কচনামুখ আছে। এমনই টকেু মানুছষর কেখা কমছল হু টল কজলার 

চন্দনন ছর সবুছজর অটিযান নাছম এক কস্বোছসবী সংস্থায়। িারতবছষম লকডাউন কোটষত  ছয়টেল ২০২০ সাছলর ২৪ 

মাচম। সবুছজর অটিযান লকডাউছনর শুরু কিছকই আজ অটব্দ ত্রাণটশটবর চালাছে। মানটবক এ’কাছজ িাছশ কিছয়ছে কবশ 

টকেু মরটম মানুষ ও টবটিন্ন বনু্ধ-ছস্বোছসবী সংস্থাছক। তছব আবারও মছন কটরছয় কেওয়া  ছে কয, একা সবুছজর 

অটিযানই ককবল এ’কাছজ সাটমল না, অনুানু কস্বোছসবী সংস্থা বা বুটক্তটবছশষও আছেন, যােঁরা টনছজছের সািুমছতা 

কচষ্টা কছরছেন মানুছষর িাছশ োেঁিাছত। 
 

২. র্তে িন্ধয  হও, র্তে িাড়াও হাি 

তনবজবের এক তচলবি সিযজ মাবঠ সিযবজর অতভর্ান ও কবয়কতি রস্বোবসিী সংস্থ্া তমবল ২৮.০৩.২০২০ রিবকই  যবলবি 

ত্রাণতশতির। কবরানা-তিপর্যস্ত রিশ তকিয পড়তশ মানযষ গুতিগুতি পাবয় সকাল রিবকই হাতজর ত্রাণতশতিবর। এবের তেন চবল 

কাতয়ক পতরশ্রবম। তেন-আনা-তেন- াওয়া এই মানযবষরা হঠাৎ কবর কাজ হাতরবয়বি। রক রনই রস াবন! মযবি-মজেযর রিবক 

হকার, তনমযাণ কমযী রিবক ভুান চালক, রিাবিা-অবিা চালক রিবক তরকশা চালক, তভ াতর রিবক রধাপা, নাতপি, িন্ধ 

স্থ্ানীয় কল-কার ানার শ্রতমক, তভনরাবজুর পতরর্ায়ী শ্রতমক রিবক মৃৎতশপী। পযবজাআিা প্রায় িন্ধ, িাই িন্ধ মূতিয 

রিচাবকনা। িান পবড়বি রপবি। িবল মৃৎতশপীরা ত্রাবণর জনু রিতরবয় পবড়বি পবি। রমৌলতি, পযবরাতহিরাও েূবর রনই। 

হবনু হবয় সিাই ঘযরবি সামানু চাল-আলযর র াোঁবজ। তিবশষ-চাতহো-সম্পন্ন তশশু ও িয়স্করাও আজ ত্রাণ তশতিবরর 

রোরবগাড়ায়। এই সহ-নাগতরকবের কিা রাষ্ট্র ভািবি রিা! গৃহতশিক, সাংসৃ্কতিক কতমযবেরও ত্রাবণর েরকার। কুাসার 

আক্রান্ত ররাগী তচতকৎসা করাবি, না রপবির জ্বালা রমিাবি, রসই তচন্তায় পাগল। সমাবজর সমস্ত প্রাতন্তক মানযষ তিপন্ন। 

এরই মবধু চন্দননগবরর এক অংবশ রে া রেয় সাম্প্রোতয়ক সমসুা। আক্রান্ত হয় তকিয মানযষ। তিপর্যস্ত হয় িাবের ঘর-

রগরস্তাতল। িারাও আবস ত্রাণ তনবি। স্বাধীনিার পবর  াবেুর জনু হাহাকার পতিমিবের মানযষ অবনক রেব বি ও সহু 

কবরবি। তকন্তু আজ পতরতস্থ্তি অনু, অতনিয়িায় ভরা। 

 

এরই মবধু সিযবজর অতভর্াবনর ত্রাণতশতির রিবক তিবশষ চাতহো সম্পন্ন প্রায় সাবড় চারবশা জন মানযষ ত্রাণ তনবয়বি। 

এ াবন উবে ু, এই সাবড় চারবশা জন তিবশষ চাতহো সম্পন্ন মানযবষর মবধু মাত্র ১২৬ জবনর সরকাতর প্রতিিন্ধী-

শংসাপত্র আবি। এই ১২৬ জন সরকাতর ত্রাণ রপবয়বি। তকন্তু িাতকরা? উত্তর রমবলতন। লিণীয়, সমাবজর তিতভন্ন রপশার 

মানযষ ত্রাবণর জনু একই সাতরবি োোঁতড়বয়বি। সামাতজক রশ্রতণবভে আপািি তশবকয়। এ ঘিনা মবন করাবে এই রাবজু 

১৯৫৯ সাবল  ােু-আবন্দালবনর তেনগুতলবি রিোঁবচ িাকার নূুনিম রসে রজাগাবড়র জনু একবর্াবগ সকবলর 
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আকয তলতিকয তল। লকডাউবনর প্রিম েিায় সিযবজর অতভর্ান রিবক এরকম পাোঁচ হাজাবররও রিতশ মানযষ িাোঁচার জনু ত্রাণ 

রপবি মতরয়া। 

 

প্রিম েিার লকডাউবন ভবেশ্বর পযরসভা ও চন্দননগর পযরতনগম এর তিসৃ্তি এলাকা গতণ্ডতনয়তিি (containment 

zone) তিল। স্বাভাতিকভাবিই অনু মানযষ রস াবন রর্বি না পারায় গতরি মানযবষরা  যিই অসযতিধায় পবড়তিল। সিযবজর 

অতভর্ান স্থ্ানীয় প্রশাসবনর অনযমতি তনবয় অসযতিধায় পড়া িাতলকাভয ক্ত মানযবষর কাবি গাতড় কবর ত্রাণ তনবয় র্ায়। 

 

এ াবনই রশষ না। ইবিামবধু সিযবজর অতভর্াবনর সেসুরা রপৌঁবি রগবি চন্দননগর সংবশাধনাগাবর কবয়তেবের সাহার্ু 

করার জনু। এরাই আিার রপৌঁিল মানকয ণ্ডয মানতসক হাসপািাবল, রর্ াবন প্রায় ৫০ জন মানতসক ররাগী আবি। রকাতভবড 

তিপন্ন িৃিীয় তলবের মানযষ; সমাবজ র্ারা তহজবড় নাবম পতরতচি। সিযবজর অতভর্ান রিবক প্রায় চতেশ জন তহজবড় ত্রাণ 

রপবয় িবল রগল, িাবের কিা রকউ রর্ ভািবি, এিাই অবনক িড় পাওনা। সিযবজর অতভর্ান এর পি রিবক তিবশষ 

চাতহো সম্পন্ন নাগতরক ও তশশুবের তিবশষ িবন্দািবস্তর মাধুবম ত্রাণ রেিার জনু কলকািা হাইবকাবিযর মাননীয় প্রধান 

তিচারপতি, রকন্দ্র ও রাবজুর সাংতিধাতনক প্রধানবের কাবি আবিেন জানাবনা হবয়তিল। উত্তর আবসতন। ৪১ িির আবগ 

পতরর্ায়ী শ্রতমকবের সযরিার জনু আইন তিতর হয়। তকন্তু রকন্দ্র-রাজু রকউই কিা তক রা ল! ওরা আজও তনরন্ন মানযবষর 

সাতরবি োোঁতড়বয়। 

 

রশওড়ািয তলর গড়িাগাবন রর্ৌনপতের রমবয়রা লকডাউবন ররাজগারহীন। অিুন্ত অসহায় অিস্থ্ায় িারা রবয়বি। রসই 

কারবণ িাবের হাবি তকিয  ািার িয বল রেওয়ার িাতগে অনযভি কবরতিবলন তহন্দবমািবরর গৃহিধূ, চাকয তরজীিী এিং 

কবলজ িাত্রীবের একতি সংস্থ্া আত্মজা। েযিযার সমন্বয় কতমতি, রশওড়ািয তল’র মাধুবম এই কাজতি করায় উবেুাগী হওয়ার 
পর আত্মজা-র পবি শিযরী হালোর রর্াগাবর্াগ কবরন সিযবজর অতভর্াবনর সবে। সিযবজর অতভর্ান ি যতন তসদ্ধান্ত রনয় 

এই উবেুাবগ সাতমল হিার। তিগি ৯ জযন, ২০২০ রশওড়ািয তল’রি সিযবিাভাবি সহায়িার হাি িাতড়বয় রেয় আত্মজা-র 
তেবক। 

 

সিযবজর অতভর্াবনর লিু তিল একিাই, অতিমারী িা আমিান - জীতিকা র ায়াবনা তিপন্ন অসহায় মযব র পাবশ োোঁড়াবনা। 

এ াবন উবে ু, তিগি িিবর প্রিম েিায় অতিমারী-আমিাবনর রজাড়া িলায় ধ্বস্ত মানযবষর ত্রাণ রনিার রর্ মতরয়া 

হুবড়াহুতড় রে া রগবি, এ’িির তিিীয় েিার লকডাউন িা কবঠার আত্মশাসবনর রিলায় রসই তভড় অবনক সংর্ি, রসই 

মতরয়াভাি অবনক কম। কারণ তহবসবি মবন হয়, তিগি িিবর লকডাউবনর শুরুবি প্রশাসতনক প্রস্তুতি িিিা তিল না। 

পবর ররশবন চাল-গবমর পতরমাণ িাবড়, গতণ্ডতনয়তিি এলাকার সং ুা কবম, তিকাকরণ শুরু হয়, মানযবষর মবনর ভয়ও 

কাবি, জীিবনর স্বাভাতিক িন্দ তিরবি িাবক। ত্রাণতশতির র ালা িা ত্রাণ-কমযসূতচর মধু তেবয় একিা তিষয় তকন্তু স্পষ্ট 

হল রর্, তকিয মানযষ এ নও মানযবষর কিা ভাবি -- মানযষ িড় কাোঁেবি, িয তম মানযষ হবয় পাবশ োোঁড়াও। তিপন্ন মানযবষর 
জনু মানতিক রিাধ র্িিা জাগল, র্ারা ভর’অতিমারীর মবধু তনবজর জীিন িাতজ ররব  ঝাোঁপাল, িারাও তকন্তু অতি 

সাধারণ মানযষ। 
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এ াবন িলা েরকার রর্, অিীবি কলকািা সহ িবের মানযষ অবনক মহামারী রেব বি। মানযষ এিাও রেব বি রর্, 

ি নকার তি ুাি সি িুতক্তত্ব রর্মন, রিীন্দ্রনাি ঠাকয র, অিনীন্দ্রনাি ঠাকয র, তিবিকানন্দ, ভতগনী তনবিতেিা, আচার্য প্রিয ে 

চন্দ্র রায় প্রময  প্রবিুবক মানতিক কারবণ আিয মানযবষর পাবশ োোঁতড়বয়তিবলন। 

 

ভারিিবষয ১৮৯৮ রিবক ১৯১১ তিষ্টাবের মবধু রেগ ভয়ািহ রূপ রনয়। ১৯১১ সাবল কলকািা-সহ নানা জায়গায় ক্রমাগি 

িতড়বয় পবড় রেগ। রে া রগল রেগ’এ আক্রান্ত হওয়ার কবয়ক ঘণ্টার মবধুই মানযষ মারা র্াবে। শহর জযবড় িতড়বয় 

পবড় আিঙ্ক। সিাইবক কীভাবি তচতকৎসা পতরবষিা রেওয়া র্াবি? ভীষণই তচতন্তি রিীন্দ্রনাি। রজাড়াসাোঁবকার সেসুবের 

জনু রিা িবিই, রেগ আক্রান্ত অনু মানযষগুবলার জনুও। িাতড়বি েযজন রমিরও রেগ-আক্রান্ত। রিীন্দ্রনাি শুরু কবর 

তেবলন রেবগর হাসপািাল তিতরর কাজ। রিীন্দ্রনাি, অিনীন্দ্রনাবির সবে এই মহিী কাবজ রর্াগ তেবলন ভতগনী 

তনবিতেিাও। কলকািার নাগতরকবের সবচিন করবি ঠাকয রিাতড়র প্রায় সি সেসুবক সবে তনবয় রিীন্দ্রনাি উবেুাগী 

হবলন। অিনীন্দ্রনাি ঠাকয র ও রানী চন্দ রজাড়াসাোঁবকার ধাবর িই’রি তল বিন- 

রসই সমবয় কলকািায় লাগল রেগ। চারতেবক মহামারী চলবি, ঘবর ঘবর রলাক মবর রশষ হবয় র্াবে। 
রতিকাকা এিং আমরা এিাতড়র সিাই তমবল চাোঁো িয বল রেগ হাসপািাল  যবলতি, চয ন তিতল করতি। রতিকাকা 
ও তসস্টার তনবিতেিা পাড়ায় পাড়ায় ইসবস্পকশবন রর্বিন। নাসয ডাক্তার সি রা া হবয়তিল। 

 

ভতগতন তনবিতেিা কুালকািা রনািস্’এ তল বিন- A few great Hindu families, notably the Tagores, stood 

firm, in the hope of allaying the agitation. (আনন্দিাজার পতত্রকা, ০৮.০৫.২০২০) রেগ তনরামবয় ঠাকয রিাতড়র 

এই গুরুত্বপূণয উবেুাবগর মবধুই অিনীন্দ্রনাি ঠাকয বরর তশশুকনুা রেবগ আক্রান্ত হবয় মারা র্ায়। 

 

শুধয্রেগ্নয়,্কবলরা্িা্ইনফ্লয বয়ঞ্জার্মবিা্ম ামারীরিও্রিীন্দ্রনাি্সতক্রয়্ভূতমকা্রনন।্১৯০৭ সাবলর ২৪ নবভম্বর 

ম ামারী কবলরায় কতির কতনষ্ঠ পযত্র শমীন্দ্রনাি মারা র্ায়। রিীন্দ্রনাি িাোঁর জীিদ্দশায় রেগ, কবলরা, মুাবলতরয়া, 

গুতিিসন্ত’র মবিা প্রাণঘািী ররাবগ িহু মানযবষর মৃিয ু রেব বিন। কতির িুতক্তজীিবন ও সাতহবিু -- িাোঁর তচতঠপত্র, প্রিন্ধ, 

কতিিা, গপ, উপনুাবস িাই প্রাসতেকভাবি এবসবি মহামারী। একজন সতক্রয় জনস্বাস্থ্ুকমযী তহবসবিও িাোঁর ভূতমকা তিল 

গুরুত্বপূণয। ১৯১৫্ সাবল্ িবে্কবলরা্ মারাত্মক্আকার্ রনয়।্ওলাউঠার্ তিস্তার্ নামক্প্রিবন্ধ্ তিতন্ তিতভন্ন্ রেবশ্
এ’বরাবগর্তিস্তার্তনবয়্আবলাচনা্কবরন।্িাোঁর্েযিয যতদ্ধ,্তেতে্রিািগবপও্কবলরায়্আক্রান্ত্হবয়্মারা্র্ািার্কিা্আবি।্

রিীন্দ্রনাবির অতভসার কতিিায় রাজনিযকী িাসিেত্তা’র গুতিিসন্ত হবয়তিল। পযরািন ভৃিু কতিিায় ভৃিু রকষ্টা’র মৃিয ুও 

হবয়তিল গুতিিসবন্ত আক্রান্ত মতনিবক আপ্রাণ রসিার্বে সযস্থ্ কবর রিালার পর তনবজই রসই রিাোঁয়াবচ ররাবগ আক্রান্ত 

হবয়। িাোঁর তি ুাি চিযরে উপনুাবস জগবমাহবনর মৃিয ুর তিিরণীবি রিীন্দ্রনাি রেবগর ভয়ািহিার কিা জাতনবয়বিন। 

চিযরে উপনুাবসর জুাঠামশাই প্রতিবিশীবের কাবি পতরতচি নাতস্তক তহবসবি। র্ ন রেবগর আক্রমবণ সিাই তেবশহারা 

হবয় তনরাপে জায়গায় চবল র্াবে, ি ন তিতন অসহায় চামারবের োতয়ত্ব তনবয় তনবজর িাতড়বি রেগ ররাগীবের তচতকৎসার 

জনু হাসপািাল  যলবলন। মযসলমান ও গতরি ররাগীবের রসিা করবি করবি তনবজই রশবষ মারা রগবলন। এর্কবয়ক্
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িির্িাবে্ইনফ্লয বয়ঞ্জা্মহামারীর্রূপ্ধরবল্রিীন্দ্রনাি্কতিরাবজর্ভূতমকা্পালন্কবরন।্শাতন্ততনবকিবন্এই্ফ্লয ্র্াবি্

না্িড়ায়,্রসজনু্তিতন্প্রবিুকবক্পঞ্চতিক্ত্পাচন্ াইবয়তিবলন। 
 

১৮৯৮ এর ১৭ এটপ্রল কলকাতায় প্রিম কেছ  মৃতুু  য় কািাটলছিালা কলন’এ। িছর োবানছলর মছতা সংক্রমণ েটিছয় 

িছি কবটনয়ািুকুর, বিবাজার, কুমারিুটল ও শুামিুকুর অঞ্চছল। এ’সময় অসুু্স্থ টবছবকানন্দ োটজমটলং’এ টেছলন। ৩০ 

মাচম ট ছয়ছেন কসখাছন সামটয়ক টবশ্রাম টনছত। ২৯ এটপ্রল ব্রহ্মানন্দ তােঁছক একটি টচটেছত জানাছলন কলকাতার কিা। 

টবচটলত স্বামীজী কলকাতায় টফছর এছলন ৩ কম। কফরার িরটেন কিছকই ঝােঁটিছয় িিছলন কসবাব্রছত। ৩ কম কবলুিমছে 

কয কোষণািত্র ততটর করছলন তার মূলকিা টেল রামকৃষ্ণ টমশন একটেছক আছতমর কসবা করছব, অনুটেছক যতিা সম্ভব 

সংক্রমণ করাখার কচষ্টা করছব। এই কসবাকাছজর েরকাছর কসটেন টতটন বহু কাটিত কবলুি মছের জটম টবটক্র করছতও 

রাটজ টেছলন। টবছবকানছন্দর সছঙ্গ আতম মানুছষর কসবায় সেু আ ত মা মাছরি স  (তখনও টতটন টনছবটেতা  ছয় ওছেনটন) 

কসটেন সবাই কনছম এছসটেছলন িছি। টনছজছের স্বাস্থু টনছয় তােঁরা িাছবনটন। সন্তানছেছ  বুছক তুছল টনছয়ছেন অসুস্থ 

টশশুছের। সাফাইকটমমরা িমমেি করছল টনছজরাই কছরছেন সাফাইকাজ। টিনছেটশ মা মাছরি ঝােঁিা  াছত রাস্তা িটরষ্কার 

কছরছেন। এ সময় মানুছষর মছনাবল বািাছত ও কটমমছের উৎসা  টেছত স্বামীজী টনছজ  টরব বটস্তছত এছস িাকছতন। 

বাটি ট ছয় এেঁরা কবাঝাছনার কচষ্টা কছরছেন স্বাস্থু রক্ষার জনু কী করা উটচত। এই িরম্পরা কিছম যায়টন। ককাটিড 

অটতমারীছতও কসই িরম্পরা সমাছন চছলছে। 

 

৩. আতম ঝবড়র কাবি ররব  রগলাম আমার তঠকানা - সযন্দরিবন আমিান-এ আক্রান্তবের পাবশ 

বতমমান প্রজন্ম অছনক টকেু কেখছলও অটতমারী কেছখটন। অটতমারীছত মানুষ শুিু কয অসুছখ মারা ক ল, এমনছতা না। 

প্রায় সব কাজকমম বন্ধ  ছয় যাওয়াছত কেখা টেল চরম আটিমক েুেমশা। এরই সাছি সারা রেবশ কবরানা অতিমারীর মবধুই 

পতিমিবের িবোপসাগর উপকূলিিযী অঞ্চবল ২০ রম, ২০২০, আেছি িিল এক টবধ্বংসী েূটণমঝি - আমফান। উত্তর 
চটিশ ির নার ৬টি ব্লক ও েটক্ষণ চটিশ ির ণার ১৩টি ব্লক টনছয় সুন্দরবন  টেত। কযখাছন বতমমাছন ৫০ লছক্ষরও 

কবটশ মানুষ বাস কছরন। এখাছন ১০২টি দ্বীি আছে, যার মছিু ৫৪টিছত মানুষ বাস কছর। আমফাছন সব ব্লকগুছলা 

কমছবটশ ক্ষটতগ্রস্ত। সবছচছয় কবটশ ক্ষটত  ছয়ছে েটক্ষছণর টেছক। এছক ঝছির োিি, তার উিছর বনুার জছলর কতাছি 

বাটিের িুছয়মুছে সাফ। এর আছ  আয়লা, বুলবুল প্রিৃটত ঝি এখাছন অছনক ক্ষটত কছরছে, টকন্তু এবাছরর ক্ষটত 

সবছচছয় কবটশ। িটিমবছঙ্গর সহৃেয় অছনক মানুষ এখানকার মানুছষর িাছশ োেঁটিছয়ছে। মাসখাছনক িছর িটিমবছঙ্গর 

টবটিন্ন প্রান্ত কিছক টবটিন্ন সংস্থা, এনটজও, ক্লাব, বাছরায়াটর, এমনকী িুতক্তগি উবেুাবগ িহু মানযষ িাোঁবের সাধু মবিা 

চাল, ডাল, কতল, নুন, টচেঁছি, মুটি, টবসু্কি, তত্রপল, মশাতর, সুাতনিাতর নুাপতকন, ওষযধ, তিতচং পাউডার, িচয, িই,  ািা, 

কলম স  নানান করাজকার েরকাটর টজটনস টনছয়  াটজর  ছয়ছে মানুছষর িাছশ। কবরানা পতরতস্থ্তিবি ত্রাণ-সামগ্রীবি 

রর্াগ হবয়বি মাস্ক ও সুাতনিাইজারও। এিা সটতুই প্রশংসার োটব রাছখ। 
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পতিমিবে আমিাবন িয়িতির পতরমাণ িাকার মূবলু প্রায় এক লি রকাতি িাকা। িতিগ্রস্ত রজলাগুতল হল েতিণ ও 

উত্তর ২৪ পরগনা, পূিয ও পতিম রমতেনীপযর, কলকািা, হাওড়া ও হুগতল। ২০০৯ সাবলর আয়লার রিবকও তিধ্বংসী 

আমিান িিনি কবর তেল প্রায় রগািা সযন্দরিন। সুন্দরবছন প্রায় ১৪০ টকছলাটমিার বােঁি কিছে বহু এলাকা জলমগ্ন। 

অবনক জায়গায় নেী িাোঁধ রভবে রগািা গ্রাম জবল ডয বি আবি। আমিাবনর তঠক পবরই অমািসুার ভরা কিাল তিপন্নিা 

আরও িাড়ায়। িাতড়ঘর, চাবষর র ি, গিাতে পশু নষ্ট হবয় তিপন্ন িহু মানযবষর জীিন। িয়িতি প্রচয র। পাশাপাতশ 

িনেপ্তবরর িিু অনযর্ায়ী সযন্দরিবনর প্রায় ১৬০০ িগয তকবলাতমিার মুানবগ্রাভ অরণুও িতিগ্রস্ত। ঘূতণযঝবড়র পূিযাভাস 

তিল। স্থ্ানীয় প্রশাসন ও তিপর্যয় রমাকাতিলা েপ্তর রিশ তকিয মানযষবক সতরবয় রনয় কািাকাতি তনরাপে জায়গায়। তকন্তু 

িাোঁবধর ধাবর র্াবের িাস, িাবের মািাবগাোঁজার ঠাোঁই িলবি এক তচলবি ঘর। এই েযবর্যাবগর পর রসগুতলর অতস্তত্ব প্রায় 

রনই। তভবিমাতি, রপাষা িাগল িা মযরতগর িান রিবল সিাই অনু তনরাপে জায়গায় চবল রর্বিও চায় না। আমিাবনর 

মবিা এক একিা প্রাকৃতিক েযবর্যাগ এই মানযষগুবলাবক োোঁড় কতরবয় রেয় নিয ন জীিনর্যবদ্ধর সামবন। শূনু রিবক শুরু 

করবি হয় সি তকিয। 

 

এরকম পতরতস্থ্তিবি সরকাতর উবেুাগ িাড়াও িহু অ-সরকাতর রস্বোবসিী সংস্থ্া িাতড়বয়বি সহবর্াতগিার হাি।  ািার 

িাড়াও পযকয র সংস্কার ও চাবষর জতম রিবক রনানা জল পাম্প কবর রির কবর রেিার উবেুাগও তনবয়বি তকিয সংস্থ্া। 

তচতকৎসা তশতিবররও আবয়াজন কবরবি অবনবক। লকডাউবনর মবধুও িাইবর রিবক িহু মানযষ ত্রাণ তনবয় একাতধকিার 

সযন্দরিবন িযবি রগবিন এবের পাবশ োোঁড়াবি। সিসময় হয়বিা র্িার্ি স্বাস্থ্ুতিতধ রমবন চলা সম্ভি হয়তন। ত্রাবণর অসম 

িন্টন তনবয়ও রিাভ আবি। তভন রাজু রিবক আসা পতরর্ায়ী শ্রতমকরা, র্ারা স্থ্ানীয় স্কয ল িা ফ্লাড রসন্টারগুতলবি আশ্রয় 

তনবয়তিল, িাবের পবিও র্িার্িভাবি রকায়ারান্টাইবন িাকা সম্ভি হয়তন। কবরানাভাইরাস সংক্রমণ এিং আমিান এই 

েয’এ তমবল পতরতস্থ্তি অিুন্ত জতিল। মানযবষর তনবজবের অতস্তত্ব তিতকবয় রা া আর স্বাস্থ্ুতিতধ রমবন চলা, এই েযইবয়র 

িবে সযন্দরিনিাসী নাকাল। 

 

৩.১. েতিণ চতিশ পরগনার রমৌসযতন িীবপ 

সিযবজর অতভর্ান ও পতরবিশ আকাবেতমর সেসুরা তিগি ১ জযন, ২০২০ তিতভন্ন রস্বোবসিী সংগঠবনর সাহার্ু তনবয় 

উত্তর চতিশ পরগনার রমৌসযতন িীবপ সাধুমবিা ত্রাণ তনবয় রপৌঁিল। নেী-সমযবে রঘরা রমৌসযতন িীপ আমিান ঘূতণযঝবড়র 

আঘাবি তিধ্বস্ত। মানযষ আবি, আিরণ রনই। হাোঁতড় আবি, চাল রনই। জীিন িমবক রগবি। িিযও ওরা িাোঁচবি চায়। 

রমৌসযতন িীবপর সি রিবক িতিগ্রস্ত এলাকা িাতলয়ারা, কয সযমিলা ও িাগডাো রমৌজা। ত্রাণ েরকার কম কবর তিন হাজার 

পতরিাবরর। তকন্তু ত্রাণ রেওয়া সম্ভি হবয়বি মাত্র তিনবশা পতরিারবক। কারণ সাধ িাকবলও সাধু সীতমি। রিরার পবি 

রমৌসযতন িীবপর িাতসন্দাবের আতিয আিার আসার জনু। তকন্তু সযন্দরিন জযবড় অভাবির সাম্রাজুবক ভাোর িমিা সামানু 

রস্বোবসিী সংস্থ্ার রনই। ওবের আতিয আর আকাশভরা রমঘবক সািী ররব  রিরা হল আিারও সযন্দরিবনর পবি পা 

িাড়াবনার ইবেবক িযবক তনবয়। ধ্বংসসূ্তপ সযন্দরিবন রকিল রিোঁবচ িাকার অেমু ইোবক সবে তনবয় তিপন্ন এই মানযবষরা 

জীিনর্যদ্ধ চালাবে। প্রতিতি গ্রাবম তিলাবপর ধ্বতন আর হাহাকার। সািরো পৃতিিী এবের কাবি অবচনা। তিবর আসার 
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সমবয় িািাবক রকাবল তনবয় এক মতহলার আতিয- আমরা িাোঁচবি চাই। রিোঁবচ িাকার এই অেমু ইোই ওবের িাোঁতচবয় 
রা বি। 

 

৩.২ েতিণ চতিশ পরগনার কয তমরমাতর এিং রিাি রমাো াতল িীবপ 

িহু মানযবষর সাহার্ু, ভালিাসা তনবয় আিারও সযন্দরিবনর পবি পা িাড়াল সিযবজর অতভর্ান, পতরবিশ আকাবেতম সহ 

রিশ কবয়কতি রস্বোবসিী সংস্থ্া। ১ জযন রমৌসযতন িীবপ ত্রাণ রপৌঁবিাবনার ১৪ তেবনর মািায় ১৪ জযন, ২০২০-রি গন্তিুস্থ্ল 

কয তমরমাতর এিং রিাি রমাো াতল িীপ। আষাবে রমঘবক সেী কবরই িীবপ রপৌঁবি রে া রগল অসহায় তনরন্ন মযব র সাতর। 

ঘূতণযঝড় আমিান ওবের জীিন-জীতিকা রকবড় তনবয়বি। মাবঠ চাষ রনই। গ্রাবমর তভিবরর পযকয রগুবলা ভবর রগবি রনানা 

জবল। পবির েয’ধাবর িতড়বয় ভাো ঘর-িাতড়র তচহ্ন। তিেুালয় িন্ধ।  ািা-িই-কলম-রপতসল সিই রভবস রগবি। জবলর 

রিাবড় রাস্তা রভবে রগবি। িার মধু তেবয়ই রস্বোবসিী সংস্থ্ার সেসু-সেসুারা রিাি রমাো াতল আর কয তমরমাতরবি 

মানযবষর হাবি ত্রাণ িয বল রেিার কাজ রশষ করল। েয’তি গ্রাম জযবড়ই ভয়ািহ তিপন্নিার িতি, আর হাহাকার। কবি 

কীভাবি আিার এরা মািা িয বল োোঁড়াবি পারবি রস তনিয়িা রকািায়? িিযমাবন এরা তনিঃস্ব, অসহায়। পড়ন্ত রিলায় 

রিরার পালা এক অবচনা আোঁধাবর ডয বি র্াওয়া সযন্দরিনবক তপিবন রিবল। ২০০৯ রিবক পরপর আয়লা, িযলিযল আর 

আমিাবনর িাণ্ডি সযন্দরিনবক কবরবি ধ্বস্ত, তিপন্ন। রকবড়বি িার রসৌন্দর্য। রিরার সময় ও ানকার মতহলাবের িারংিার 

অনযবরাধ আিার আসার জনু। তনতিি কবর কিা রেওয়া র্ায়তন। িবি, রচষ্টা জাতর রবয়বি এই মানযষগুতলর হাবি র্িাসাধু 

হাি রা ার। 

 

ত্রাণ টনছয়ও একিা টেক িাবার আছে। প্রটতটেন নানা িরছনর খাবাছরর আলাো োটিক িুাছকি একটি বি োটিক 

িুাছকছির মছিু িুছর ত্রাণ কেওয়া  ছে। ফছল করাজ এই অঞ্চল অগুটন্ত োটিক িুাছকছি িছর যাছে। কয িটরমাণ 

িাকার ত্রাণ টবিন্ন এই মানুষছের  াছত কেওয়া  ছে, কসই িটরমাণ িাকা তাছের  াছত টেছল কসই িাকায় তারা স্থানীয় 

বাজার কিছক েরকাটর টজটনসিত্র টকনছত িারত। িাকািা স্থানীয় বাজাছর  াত েুরত। কোি, স্থানীয় কোকাটনছের টবটক্রবািা 

চালু িাকত। িটরছবশ েূষণকারী এত োটিছকর সূ্তিও ওখাছন  ত না। টকেু সংস্থা অবশু অনুিাছব কাজ কছরছে। 

ককউ ের ততটরর চালা টকেু মানুছষর জনু কছর টেছয়ছে। এর েরকাটর কােঁচামাল স্থানীয় বাজার কিছকই ককনা  ছয়ছে। 

 

৪. ককাটিড-১৯ ও জলবায়ু িটরবতমন 

ধীবর হবলও পৃতিিী এ ন রকাতভড-১৯ এর প্রািতমক ধাক্কা কাতিবয় তনউ নমযাল অিস্থ্ায় রিরার রচষ্টা করবি। আর এিাই 

রিাধ হয় সাম্প্রতিক অিীবি অতিমারী রিবক জলিায়য পতরিিযন পর্যন্ত তিবর রে ারও এক তিরাি সযবর্াগ। এই অতিমারী 

তকন্তু রেতরবি হবলও, তিতভন্ন তিষবয় তিবশষজ্ঞবের রেওয়া রচিািতনর ওপবর আস্থ্া তকিযিা রিরাল। তিবশষ কবর রসই সি 

তিজ্ঞানীরা, র্াোঁরা িারিার অতি সংক্রামক ররাবগর প্রােযভযাি তনবয় সমস্ত রশ্রতণর মানযষবক সািধান কবরতিবলন। প্রতিতি 

রেবশর সরকারবক স্বাস্থ্ু পতরবষিায় আরও রিতশ িাকা ঢালবি িবলতিবলন। 
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২০১৯ সাবলর রসবেম্বর মাবস, র্ ন রকাতভড-১৯ এর সংক্রমণ শুরু হয়তন, তিশ্ব স্বাস্থ্ু সংস্থ্া এক প্রতিবিেবন জাতনবয়তিল 

রর্, িিবর স্বাস্থ্ু িুিস্থ্ার উন্নতিবি র্তে ৩.৪ তিতলয়ন মাতকযন ডলার  রচ করা হয়, এতি একতেবক রর্মন অগুতন্ত মানযবষর 

প্রাণ িাোঁচাবি, অনুতেবক রিমন তিতরশ তিতলয়ন মাতকযন ডলাবররও রিতশ মূবলুর সমান স্বাস্থ্ু পতরবষিা-জতনি লাভ হবি। 

ওই মাবসই Global Commission on Adaptation জলিায়য পতরিিযন রু বি ১.৮ তিতলয়ন মাতকযন ডলার লতির 

সযপাতরশ কবর। এর িবল মানযষ সামাতজক, আতিযক ও পতরবিশগি ৭.১ তিতলয়ন মাতকযন ডলার সমান মূবলুর উপকার 

পাবি। তকন্তু স্বাস্থ্ু পতরবষিা িুিস্থ্া িা জলিায়য পতরিিযন ররাধ কমযসূতচ, রকানওতিবিই তিবশষজ্ঞবের রচিািতনবক  যি 

গুরুত্ব রেওয়া হয়তন। িলও তমবলবি হাবিনাবি। 

 

এিা মািায় রা া জরুতর রর্, অতিমারী এিং জলিায়য পতরিিযন – েয’তিরই প্রাণীবেবহর ওপর প্রভাি সযস্পষ্ট। আর এর 

সবে আিয-সামাতজক প্রভাি রিা আবিই। অতিমারী এিং জলিায়য পতরিিযন েযতিই পৃতিিীর চাতহো-রজাগান িুিস্থ্াবক 

ধাক্কা রেিার িমিা রাব । মানযবষর রুতি-রুতজর পি িন্ধ হয়। জনস্বাস্থ্ু, মবনাস্বাস্থ্ু, জনতশিা, শতক্ত সরিরাহ, 

গণপতরিহন – সি তকিযই ভয়ানক তিপর্যস্ত হয়। এরই মবধু রে া রগবি রর্ রর্ াবন জনস্বাস্থ্ু পতরবষিা েযিযল, রস াবন 

রকাতভড-১৯ সংক্রমবণ মানযবষর মৃিয ুহার রিতশ। 

 

অতিমারী ও জলিায়য পতরিিযন এ’েয তির চতরত্রগি িিাি আবি। মানযবষর অতস্তবত্বর কাবি রকাতভড-১৯ অতিমারী এক 

সযস্পষ্ট সরাসতর তিপে। আিার এতিও  যিই সতিু রর্, রকানও একতি মাত্র তনতেযষ্ট পদ্ধতি হাবি এবলই (ভুাকতসন) িা 

তেবয় এই রনাবভল কবরানা ভাইরাস SARS-CoV-2 -রক রুব  রেওয়া র্ায়। মানযষ অবনকিাই তিপে মযক্ত হয়। পিান্তবর 

জলিায়য পতরিিযবনর প্রভাি ধীর ও ক্রমিধযমান। এর প্রভাি পৃতিিীবি এমন ভাবি িড়ায় র্া রকান একতি কার্য-কারণ 

সূবত্র গাোঁিা নয়। অতিমারীর প্রভাি তকিযতেন িা কবয়ক সপ্তাবহর মবধু রিাঝা র্ায়। তকন্তু জলিায়য পতরিিযবনর প্রভাি 

িযঝবি রিশ সময় লাবগ। আর র্ ন এর প্রভাি স্পষ্ট রিাঝা র্াবি, ি ন এবক ররা ার রচষ্টা করবল িা অবনকিাই রেতর 

হবয় র্াবি। কারণ জলিায়য পতরিিযন রুব  রেিার রকানও ভুাকতসন হয় না। িাই জলিায়য পতরিিযন রকন হয় এিং কী 

িার প্রভাি, এ’েয তিবক গুরুত্ব তেবয় তিবেষণ করা েরকার। এবক র্তে র্বিষ্ট গুরুত্ব না রেওয়া হয়, িাহবল রর্ রকানও 

জনকলুাণময ী কমযসূতচও রভবস্ত রর্বি পাবর। জলিায়য পতরিিযন রু বি রগবল সামতগ্রক ভািনা-তচন্তা মািায় তনবয়ই মাবঠ 

নামবি হবি। কারণ এতি এক অেৃশু, প্রাণঘািী তিপে তিবশষ। 

 

পৃতিিী জযবড় জলিায়য পতরিিযন এমন আতিযক িতি কবর চবলবি র্া তহবসি করা কতঠন। তিতভন্ন গণমাধুবম কম-রিতশ 

জানা র্াবে রর্ এতি ক্রমশ ঘবি চবলবি। িা সবেও এবক ররা ার িুাপাবর রিতশর ভাগ রাষ্ট্র রশাচনীয় ভাবি কী উোসীন 

ও প্রস্তুতিতিহীন ! জলিায়য পতরিিযন অিুন্ত চিয রভাবি পৃতিিীর তিতভন্ন রাষ্ট্রবক তনবজবের মবধু রোষাবরাপ করার িাোঁবে 

রিবলবি। আবমতরকা এ’িুাপাবর সি রচবয় এতগবয়, হাবি হাি ররব  একসাবি কাজ করার িেবল। 
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জলিায়য পতরিিযবনর িবল পৃতিিী ক্রমশ ঊষ্ণ হবল মুাবলতরয়া, রডেয প্রভৃতি ররাবগর প্রবকাপ িাড়বি। এই ররাগগুতল ঊষ্ণ 

আিহাওয়ায় িাবড়। িনুপ্রাণীবের আিাসস্থ্ল র্ি কবম আসবি, িিই সরাসতর মানযষ ও িনু পশুর সংস্পবশয আসার 

ঘিনা িাড়বি। এ’রিবক তিতভন্ন ররাগ িড়াবি। একিা এ ন প্রায় সিারই জানা রর্, রকাতভড-১৯ এর প্রােযভযাি zoonotic, 

অিযাৎ এক অতি রিাোঁয়াবচ ভাইরাস (pathogen) না-মানযষী প্রাণী (non-human animal) রিবক এতি মানযবষর শরীবর 

িড়ায়। 

 

তকিযতেন আবগ ভারিিবষযর মতনপযর রাবজুর মাননীয় উি আোলি জীিবিতচত্রু কবম আসার কারবণ নানান রিাোঁয়াবচ 

ররাবগর িাড়িাড়ন্ত হবে িবল জাতনবয়বিন। কবরানাভাইরাবসর প্রােযভযাবির কারণ রর্ িুাপক িাস্তুিাতিক তিপর্যবয়র িল, 

তিতভন্ন তিবশষজ্ঞ মহল রিবক িা স্পষ্ট িলা হবে। মতনপযবরর মহামানু উি আোলি ১১ জযন, ২০২০ িাতরব  জনস্বািয 

সম্পতকযি এক মামলার রাবয় স্পষ্ট উবে  কবরবিন -- িনভূতম ধ্বংস এিং িনভূতমবি মানযবষর অবিধ প্রবিবশর িবল 
তিতভন্ন িনজ প্রজাতি িাস্তুচয ুি হবে। এই তিষয়তিই রকাতভড-১৯ এর মবিা নানান ররাগ িতড়বয় পড়ার প্রধান কারণ। 
রকাতভড-১৯ রক তগ্রস রেবশর মুাতসডন প্রবেবশর রসনািাতহনীর অগ্রগমন এর সবে িয লনা কবর মহামানু উি আোলি 

িবলবিন রর্, র্তেও এই মযহূবিয সকবলর লিু রকাতভড-১৯ এর প্রতিবষধক আতিষ্কার করা, তকন্তু এিাও  তিবয় রে া 

েরকার রর্, অিীবি মানযষ কী কী ভয ল কবরবি। মহামানু উি আোলি িাোঁর রাবয় স্পষ্ট িবলবিন -- িিযমান রকাতভড-

১৯ প্রােযভযাবির নানান কার্য-কারণ িবের মবধু, অতি গুরুত্বপূণয রর্ কারণতির প্রতি রকানও একতি রেশ তনতিযবশবষ 
পৃতিিীর সকবলর নজর রেওয়া েরকার, িা হল প্রকৃতি ও পতরবিবশর অপতিত্রকরণ (‘....desecration of nature 

and the্ environment’)। ২৭ রম, ২০২০ িাতরব  জনস্বািয সম্পতকযি এই মামলাতি কবর Manipur Valley 

Village Reserve Forest Rights Protection Association নাবম এক রস্বোবসিী সংস্থ্া। 

 

৫. তিকবপর র াোঁবজ 

এই পতরতস্থ্তিবি পতরবিশ, িনুপ্রাণী ও কমযহীন িনিাসী মানযষবক রিা করবি তিকপ সিযজ জীতিকার পি ভািবি হবি। 

রর্মন - তজি চাষ, রিাি জায়গায় জলজ উতিে ও প্রাণীর চাষ (acquaculture), িংশপরম্পরায় চবল আসা হাবির 

কাজ, রিাি ঋণোন-সংস্থ্া এিং রগাষ্ঠীতভতত্তক সংগঠনগুতলর আতিযক সাহাবর্ু রিাি াবিা িুিসার সযবর্াগ সৃতষ্ট -- িনিাসী 

এই মানযষবের অতিমারী িা রর্ রকানও গভীর সংকবির সমবয় িাোঁচার পি রে াবি। িনাঞ্চবল িনসৃজন কমযসূতচ আরও 

রিতশ কবর হাবি তনবি হবি। এবি কািযন রিচা-রকনা িাড়বি। আর এ’রিবক রর্ অিয আসবি, রিাি ঋণোন-সংস্থ্াগুতলর 

মাধুবম নুার্ুভাবি রসই অিযবক স্থ্ানীয় জনবগাষ্ঠীর তিকপ সিযজ কমযসংস্থ্াবনর কাবজ লাগাবি হবি। এ’মযহূবিয এতি অতি 

প্রবয়াজন। সযতচতন্তি কমযসূতচর সাহাবর্ু লকডাউন িা কবঠার আত্মতনয়িবণর সমবয় িনিাসী মানযষবের আতিযক েযতিন্তা 

েূর করবি না পারবল একতেবক রর্মন িনুপ্রাবণর অপূরণীয় িতি হবয় র্াবি, অনুতেবক অতিমারীর তিরুবদ্ধ র্যদ্ধিাও 

আরও কতঠন হবি। 
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িিযমাবনর সংকি কািাবি এিং ভতিষুবির অমেল আশঙ্কা েূর করবি প্রাতিষ্ঠাতনক ও িুতক্ত-স্তবর চাই িহুপাতিক 

(multilateral) কমযসূতচ ও উবেুাগ। এবক অপরবক রোষ তেবয় নয়, হাবি হাি তমতলবয় জলিায়য পতরিিযনজতনি কয প্রভাি 

ও অতিমারীবক রু বি হবি। চিজলতে কমযসূতচ িিা লাবভর তেবক না িাতকবয় পতরবিশ, সমাজ ও অিযনীতির েীঘযবময়ােী 

কমযসূতচ এিং রিকসই উন্নতির কিা ভািবি হবি। অতিমারীর এই সমবয় পৃতিিীর তিতভন্ন রেশ সিযজ পযনরুদ্ধার পতরকপনা 
(Green recovery plans) হাবি তনবয়বি িাবের সামাতজক, আতিযক ও পতরবিশগি মজিযতির জনু। এই পতরকপনা 

GREAT (Green, Resilient, and Equitable Action for Transformation) নাবম পতরতচি। রকাতভড-১৯ এর 

প্রভাি কাতিবয় উঠবি তিতভন্ন রাষ্ট্রনায়ক এই পতরকপনা হাবি তনবেন। এর িবল জাতি, িণয, ধময, তলে তনতিযবশবষ রেবশর 

সকল মানযষ উপকৃি হবি। নুার্ু আতিযক পাওনা তমলবি। সবিযাপতর, জলিায়য পতরিিযন রুব  রেিার তিষবয় তিতভন্ন 

কমযসূতচ রনওয়া র্াবি। এই অতিমারী রশ াল রর্, িুতক্ত ও সমাজ একসবে কাজ করবল রর্ রকানও সংকি কাতিবয় ওঠা 

সম্ভি। এি তশিার পবরও প্রশ্নিা তকন্তু রিবকই র্ায়, সতিুই তক রকানও তশিা হল? পবরর রকান িড় মাবপর সংকি 

কািাবি হাবি হাি ররব  এবগাবনা র্াবি রিা? 

 

৬. কী আবি রশবষ 

এ ন সিার মবনই প্রশ্ন, পৃতিিীর নানান রেবশ কবরানাভাইরাস প্রতিবষধক তিকাকরণ রিা চলবি, িাহবল রকাতভড-১৯ 

কবি কীভাবি পৃতিিী রিবক েূর হবি? িা আবেৌ হবি রিা? জস হপতকস রমতডকুাল কবলবজর রমতডতসন তিভাবগর 

ঐতিহাতসক-গবিষক ডিঃ রজবরতম তগ্রন এর মবি, মানযষ র্ ন এই প্রশ্ন কবর, ি ন ধবর তনবি হবি রর্ িারা সামাতজক 

ভাবি এই ররাবগর রশষ রে বি চাইবি। েয’ভাবি এ’ররাগ তনমূযল হবি পাবর। এক, তচতকৎসা-তিজ্ঞান এর প্রতিবষধক িার 

কবর মৃিয ুতমতিল ররাধ করল। আর েযই, তচতকৎসা-তিজ্ঞান এবক তনমূযল করার আবগ এই অতিমারী সামাতজক ভাবিই 

হয়বিা রশষ হল। কীরকম? েীঘযতেন মানযষ অতিমারী সংক্রান্ত কড়াকতড় রমবন এিিাই রেবহ-মবন ক্লান্ত হবয় র্াবি রর্, 

তনবজরাই রঘাষণা করবি অবনক হবয়বি, আর না, এিার অতিমারী রশষ। িা অতিমারীর আিঙ্ক তনবয়ই ঘর করবি তশ বি, 

র্তেও ি নও কবরানাভাইরাবসর আক্রমবণ মানযষ মারা র্াবে। মানযবষর এক ধরবনর মানতসক ও সামাতজক অিসাে 

এিং আতিযক তিপন্নিাজতনি হিাশা রিবকই এমনতি ঘিবি পাবর িবল জানাবেন রিশ তকিয তিতশষ্ট মানযষ, রর্মন – 

হাভযাডয তিশ্বতিেুালবয়র ইতিহাসতিে অুালান ব্রান্ডি, ইবয়ল তিশ্বতিেুালবয়র ঐতিহাতসক নাওতম রজাসয প্রময । মানযষ এ’সময় 

ধুাত্বিতর িবল র্া-হিার-হবি মবনাভাি তনবয় স্বাভাতিক জীিবন তিরবি চাইবি। ভারি সহ অবনক রেবশই এ ন এিা 

রে া র্াবে। মানযষ রর্ন অবনকিাই রিপবরায়া। রকাতভড-তিতধ রমবন চলার লিণ রিশ কম। মযব  মাস্ক রনই রিতশর ভাগ 

মানযবষর। রসাশুাল তডসিুাতসং তশবকয়। লকডাউবনর অবনক কড়াকতড় অিশু সরকাতর ভাবি তশতিল হবয়বি। তকন্তু রিশ 

তকিয রকাতভড-স্বাস্থ্ুতিতধ এ নও চালয। লকডাউবন মানযবষর আতিযক তিপন্নিাও অতিমারীর আিঙ্কবক সামাতজক ভাবি 

রঝবড় রিলবি সাহস জযতগবয়বি। িাই রশষ কিা রক িলবি? কবি রশষ হবি এই অতিমারী? তিগি ২৪ অবটাির, ২০২১, 

িাতলযন’এ এক স্বাস্থ্ু সবেলবন তিশ্ব স্বাস্থ্ু সংস্থ্া-র প্রধান রিবোস আধানম রঘতব্রবয়সাস িবলবিন, এই অতিমারী চি কবর 
র্ািার না। রশষ হবি এ নও অবনক রেতর। প্রতি সপ্তাবহ পঞ্চাশ হাজার মানযষ মারা র্াবে। সহবজ কবরানা আমাবের 
তপিয িাড়বি না। (এই সময়, কলকািা, ২৬.১০.২১) 
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এরই মবধু তচন, রাতশয়া, তব্রবিন সহ পৃতিিীর রিশ কবয়কতি রেবশ কবরানা-আক্রান্ত মানযবষর সং ুা িাড়বি শুরু কবরবি। 

রঘতব্রবয়সাস িাতলযন’এ িবলবিন, কবরানা রু বি তিকা সহ েরকাতর তচতকৎসা িুিস্থ্া সিই আমাবের হাবি আবি। িা 
সবেও এর র্িার্ি িুিহার করবি পাতরতন। আমরা তঠকমবিা কবরানা-তিতধ রমবন চবলতি তক? এ’তনবয় একিা কিাই 
িলি, পৃতিিীর মানযষ র্ ন সতিুই চাইবিন, একমাত্র ি নই এই অতিমারী তনমূযল হবি। 
 

তিশ্ব স্বাস্থ্ু সংস্থ্া-র প্রধাবনর মবি তিকাকরবণও িুাপক তিষমু রে া রগবি। উন্নিবেবশর মানযষ প্রায় সিাই কমবিতশ 

তিকা রপবয়বি। তকন্তু রগািা আতিকা মহাবেবশর সাবপবি ৯৯ শিাংশ মানযষ নয়। (ডাউন িয  আিয, ১-১৫ অবটাির, ২০২১) 

পৃতিিীর সি রেশ, তিবশষ কবর গতরি রেশগুতল হাবি পর্যাপ্ত তিকা রপবল এই অতিমারী অবনক আবগই রশষ হি। তকন্তু 

িা না হিার িল ভয গবি হবে। পৃতিিীর রিশ তকিয রেশ তনবজবের চতেশ শিাংশ নাগতরকবক তিকা তেবয়বি। তকন্তু 

আতিকায় এমন অবনক রেশ আবি, রর্ াবন পাোঁচ শিাংবশরও কম মানযষ তিকা রপবয়বি িবল রঘতব্রবয়সাস জানাবেন। 

এই তিষমু না তমিবল কবরানা েূর হবি না। (এই সময়, কলকািা, ২৬.১০.২১) উন্নিবেশ এ ন িযস্টার রডাবজর কিা 

িলবি। অিচ এমন অবনক গতরি রেশ রবয়বি, রর্ াবন মানযবষরা একতি রডাজও পায়তন। তিগি অবটাির মাবসর 

মাঝামাতঝ তিশ্ব স্বাস্থ্ু সংস্থ্া-র প্রধান জানান রর্, প্রতিশ্রুি ১ তিতলয়ন রডাজ রকাতভড-১৯ তিকার মবধু পৃতিিী জযবড় মাত্র 

১২০ তমতলয়ন মানযবষর তিকাকরবণর ওষযধ COVAX উেুবমর মাধুবম রেওয়া হবয়বি। একই সপ্তাবহ মাতকযন রপ্রতসবডন্ট 

রজা তিবডনও িবলতিবলন রর্, িাোঁর রেশ আবগ প্রতিশ্রুি ৫০০ তমতলয়ন রডাবজর উপবর অতিতরক্ত আরও ৫০০ তমতলয়ন 

রডাজ রেবি। তকন্তু পৃতিিী জযবড় এিাই চরম সিু রর্, ধনী রেশগুবলা তিপযল পতরমাণ ভুাকতসন তকবন মজযি কবর 

ররব বি। িাড়ািাতড় িুিহার না করবল এগুবলার রময়াে রশষ হবয় র্াবি। পবর প্রায় এরকম ২৪০ তমতলয়ন রডাজ তিকা 

রিবল রেওয়া িাড়া গতি িাকবি না। (ডাউন িয  আিয, ১-১৫ অবটাির, ২০২১) 

 

তিশ্ব স্বাস্থ্ু সংস্থ্া-র রচিািতন আগামীতেবন কবরানা রির ভয়ািহ হবি পাবর। তচন, রাতশয়া সহ তকিয রেশ রিবক রস ইতেি 

এর মবধুই পাওয়া রগবি। রডল্টার সাি-ভুাতরবয়ন্ট AY.4.2 নিয ন কবর রাতশয়াবক রভাগাবে। রস াবন তেতনক মৃিয ুহার 

হাজার রপতরবয়বি। তচবনর রাজধানী রিতজং’এও নিয ন কবর রিশ কবয়কজন রকাতভড আক্রাবন্তর হতেশ তমবলবি। (এই 

সময়, কলকািা, ২৬.১০.২১) আসবল এই অতিমারীর সবে মানযবষর এিা এমন এক লড়াই রর্ াবন চতকবি রকান জয় 

আসবি না। এই অতিমারীরক র্িার্ি তিবেষণ কবর সকবলর তিকাকরণ সহ র্িার্ি রকাতভড-তিতধ রমবন এবক পৃতিিী 

রিবক তনমূযল করা রিশ সমবয়র িুাপার। 

 

রেশনায়ক্প্রিবন্ধ্রিীন্দ্রনাি্তলব তিবলন- 
এ্ কিা্ আমাতেগবক্ মবন্ রাত বি্ হইবি,্ মুাবলতরয়া-বেগ-েযতভযি্ রকিল্ উপলিমাত্র,্ িাহারা্ িাহু্
লিণমাত্র্ --্ মূল্ িুাতধ্ রেবশর্ মজ্জার্ মবধু্ প্রবিশ্ কতরয়াবি।্ আমরা্ এিতেন্ একভাবি্ চতলয়া্
আতসবিতিলাম্ --্আমাবের্হাবি্ িাবি্গ্রাবম্পেীবি্আমরা্একভাবি্ িাোঁতচিার্ িুিস্থ্া্কতরয়াতিলাম,্
আমাবের্ রস্ িুিস্থ্া্ িহুকাবলর্ পযরািন।্ িাহার্ পবর্ আজ্ িাতহবরর্ সংঘাবি্ আমাবের্ অিস্থ্ান্তর্
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ঘতিয়াবি।্এই্নূিন্অিস্থ্ার্সতহি্এ বনা্আমরা্সমূ্পণয্আপস্কতরয়া্লইবি্পাতর্নাই;্এক্জায়গায়্
তমলাইয়া্লইবি্তগয়া্আর-এক্জায়গায়্অঘিন্ঘতিবিবি।্র্তে্এই্নূিবনর্সতহি্আমরা্রকাবনাতেন্
সামঞ্জসু্কতরয়া্লইবি্না্পাতর্িবি্আমাতেগবক্মতরবিই্হইবি।্পৃতিিীবি্রর্্সকল্জাতি্মতরয়াবি্
িাহারা্এমতন্কতরয়াই্মতরয়াবি।্(পৃষ্ঠা্২৬১,্রিীন্দ্র-রচনািলী,্ত্রবয়ােশ্ ণ্ড,্প্রিন্ধ,্নবভম্বর্১৯৯০,্
পতিমিে্সরকার) 

 

সামাতজক্জীি্মানযবষর্সংঘিদ্ধিাই্জীিন।্অিচ্রকাতভড্পতরতস্থ্তিবি্তনউ্নমযাল্র্াপবন্সামাতজক্েূরত্ব্িজায়্রা া্
ও্র্িার্ি্স্বাস্থ্ুতিতধ্মানাই্সিবচবয়্গুরুত্বপূণয।্রেশ-েশ-ভতিষুৎ্প্রজবের্স্বাবিয্নিয ন্এই্পতরতস্থ্তিবক্রমবন্তনবিই্

হবি।্কিকাল্আবগর্রিীন্দ্রনাবির্উপর্য যক্ত্রচিািতন্এই্মহামারীর্সমবয়্আরও্একিার্প্রাসতেক্হবয়্উবঠবি। 

 

ঋণ: িটিমবঙ্গ েূষণ টনয়ন্ত্রণ িষমছের অবসরপ্রাপ্ত মুখু আইনাটিকাটরক শ্রী টবশ্বটজৎ মুছখািািুাছয়র 

সা াযু োিা এই কলখা আমার িছক্ষ সম্ভব  ত না। তােঁছক জানাই অছশষ কৃতজ্ঞতা। 
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